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Preface 
The present thesis entitled "A study of derivations in rings" includes the 
research work carried out by the author at the Department of mathematics, Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh. Motivated by successful application of ordinary deriva-
tive in various branches of science, the notion of derivation was introduced in rings 
and algebras long back. But the study of derivations in rings got impetus soon af-
ter Herstein [37] and Posner [80] simultaneously obtained some remarkable results 
particularly for prime rings in the year 1957. In recent years many well known alge-
braists such as Beidar, Bell, Bergen, Bresax, Herstein, Martindale, Posner, Vukman 
and Ashraf ect. have made remarkable contributions to this area of study. 
The theory of derivations and automorphisms plaj's an important role not only in 
ring theory, but also in functional analysis, linear differential equations, concerning 
the question of innerness and outerness, for instance, the classical Noether-Skolem 
theorem yields the solution of the problem for finite dimensional central simple al-
gebras (see [36]). An extensive and deep theory has been developed especially for 
derivations of C*-algebras, commutative Banach algebras and Galois theory of lin-
ear differential equations (see: e.g., Bonsall k Duncan [20], Murphy [66] - a more 
recent condensed survey, Frank [34], Pedersen [79] and Salai [85]). 
In the present thesis our objective is to study the results obtained by various au-
thors concerning, derivations, generalized derivations, generahzed (a,/!/)-derivations, 
generalized Jordan triple derivations of prime and semiprime rings. The thesis com-
prises five chapters and each chapter is subdivided into various sections. The defini-
tions, examples and results have been specified with double decimal numbering. The 
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first figure denotes the chapter, second represents the section and the third point out 
the number of the definition, the example, the remark, the lemma or the theorem as 
the case may be in particular chapter; for example. Theorem 2.3.1 refers to the first 
theorem appearing in the third section of the second chapter. 
In Chapter 1, we give prehminary notations, basic definitions, examples and some 
important well known results related to our study needed for the development of the 
subject matter in subsequent chapters. This chapter, as a matter of fact aims at 
making the present thesis as self contained as possible. However, the basic knowledge 
of ring theory has been preassumed. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of commutativity of prime rings admitting a 
nontrivial generalized derivation which is centralizing on the entire ring. In [80], 
Posner showed that if a prime ring has a nontrivial derivation which is centralizing 
on the entire ring, then the ring must be commutative. Recently, there has been 
much interest in investigating the structure of a ring having commuting or centraliz-
ing mapping on a subset S of this ring (see [24] for a partial bibliography). A number 
of authors have generalized these results by considering mappings which are assumed 
to be only centrahzing on an appropriate subset of the ring. A mapping F is said to 
be commuting on an ideal / of /? if [F{x),x] = 0 for all x e I and F is said to be 
centralizing if [F{x),x] € Z{R) for all x £ I. An additive function F : R —> R is 
called a generahzed inner derivation if F{x) = ax + xb holds for fixed a,b E. R. For 
such a mapping F, it is easy to see that F{xy) = xF{\j) + [a,x\y — xF{y) + [a{x)y 
for all x,y e R, v/here Ia{x) = [a, a;]; is the inner derivation on R determined by 
a. This observation leads to the following definition, given in [48]: an additive map-
ping F : R —> R is called a generalized derivation with associated derivation d if 
F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y) for all x,y ^ R. An additive mapping F : R-^ Ris said to be 
is said to be right generalized derivation if there exists a derivation d of R such that 
F{xy) = xF{y) + d{x)y for all x,y & R and F is said to be left generalized derivation 
if there exists a derivation d of R such that F{xy) = F{x)y + xd{y) for all x,y e R, 
F is said to be a generalized derivation with associated derivation d if it is both a left 
and right generalized derivation. 
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In Section 2.2, we obtain commutativity of R which admits generahzed right 
derivations F and G associated with derivations d and g, respectively, satisfying any 
one of the following properties: (i) F(x)ox G Z{R), {ii) F{x)oF{y)-{xoy) e Z{R), 
(m) [F{x), Fiy)] - F{[x, y]) € Z{R\ (iv) F{[x, y]) + [F{x),y] - [F{x), F{y)] € Z(i?), 
iv) F{xoy) - [x,y] E Z{Rl (vi) Fi[x,y]) - {x o y) e Z{R) , [vii) [F{x),F{y)] -
[x o y) e Z{R), [vtii) F{x) o F{y) - [x, y] G Z{R), {ix) [F{x), G{y)] - [x, y] G Z{R), 
and (x) [F{x),x] - [x,G{x)] G Z{R) for all x,y e I, where / be a nonzero left ideal 
of/?. 
Section 2.3 is devoted to the study of generalized {a, /?)-derivation on a Lie ideal 
of a prime ring. In fact , it is shown that L C Z{R) if jR is admits generahzed 
(a,/?)-derivations F and G associated with (a,/3)-derivations d and g respectively, 
satisfying any one of the properties: (?;) [F{x),F{y)] G Z{R), (ii) F{x)oF{y) G Z{R), 
{Hi) [F{x),x]a,fi - [y,x]a,p G Z{R) (iv) (F(x) o x)^^^ - {y o a;)„,^  G Z{R), 
(v) [F{x),F{y)] - \G{x),y\^^f, G Z{R) and iyi) F{\x,y\) - G{\x,y\) G Z{R) for all 
x,y G L. 
Chapter 3 deals with the investigation of commutativity of *-prime rings satisfying 
some functional identities. Recently, many authors ( see for reference [10], [16], [17], 
[32], [33], [61] etc.) have obtained the commutativity of prime and semiprime rings 
with derivations satisfying certain polynomial constraints. The symbol St{R), will 
denote the set of symmetric and skew symmetric elements of R, i.e., S^{R) = {x e R\ 
x* — ±x}. An involution * of a ring R is an anti-automorphism of order 2 ( i.e., an 
additive mapping satisfying (xy)* — y*x* and (x*)* = x for all x,y e R). An ideal / 
of R is said to be a *—ideal if I* = I. A ring R equipped with an involution '*' is said 
to be *-prime ring if for any x,y e R, xRy = xRy* = {0} imphes that x = 0 or y — 0. 
In Section 3.2, we obtain the commutativity of a *-prime ring R admitting gen-
eralized derivations F and G associated with derivations d and g, respectively, com-
muting with involution * and satisfying any one of the properties: (i) F{[x,y]) = 
{xoy), (M) F{xoy) = [x,y], (ill) [F{x),y] = {F{x)oy), [iv) F{[x,y]) = [i^(x),y]. 
(v) F{x oy) = (F(x) o y), [vi) F{x)x — xG{x), {vii) F{x?) = x ,^ {viii) [F{x),y\ = 
[a:,G(y)], {ix) F{[x,y\) = [F{x),y]+ [d{y),x] and (x) F{xoy) = F(x) o 2; - (^ (y) o x 
for all x,y e I. 
The relationship between the derivations and Lie ideals of a prime ring has also 
been investigated b}' a number of authors (see [5], [68], [9], [10], [46], [47], and [58] 
where further references can be found). In Section 3.3, it is shown that L C Z{R) if 
R is a *-prime ring admitting generalized (a,/?)—derivations F and G satisfying any 
one of the properties: (i) F[x, y] = a[x, y], (ii) F[x, y] — a{x o y), (in) F{x o y) = 
a[x,y], (iv) F{x o y) = a(x o y), [v] F{xy) ± a{xy) = 0. (vi) d{x)F{y) ^ a{xy), 
[vii] [F{x),x]a,0 == 0, [viii) F{x o y)„^ ^ = 0, (ix) F{[x,y]) = [F{x),y]^^fi, 
(x) F{[x,y]) = [a{y),G{x)], {xi) F{xoxj) = {a{y) o G{x)) for all x,y E L, where 
L is a square closed Lie ideal, a and /? are automorphisms of R commuting with * 
while d, g are (a.p)— derivations on R which are also commuting with *. 
In Chapter 4, commutativity of rings with derivation has been explored using 
Morita theory. Over the last many years, several authors have obtained commutativ-
ity theorems for prime or semiprime rings admitting automorphisms or derivations 
which are centraHzing ( or commuting ) on appropriate subsets of R (see [9], [10], [16], 
[17], [18], [33], [58] and [82] where further references can be found). In 2002, Ashraf 
& Rahman [9] established that if a 2-torsion free prime ring R admits a derivation d 
such that d{[x,y]] = [x, y] for all x, y 6 L, where L is a Lie ideal of R, then L C Z{R). 
Further, the first author [82] extended the mention results for generalized derivation. 
Very recently, Marubayashi, et al. [58] investigated commutativity of a prime ring 
R admitting a generalized (a,/?)-derivation F with associated (a,/?)-derivation d 
satisfying several conditions. 
In Section 4.2, we achieve commutativity of a ring by comparing two rings and 
impose conditions on them like reduced, division rings etc. If one of the rings is a 
commutative, in a compatible Avay, then the other ring also becomes commutative 
(see [67]). More precisely, it is proved that if two rings are ingredients of a semi-
projective Morita context, in which one is commutative and the other is reduced. 
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then the reduced ring also become commutative. Some consequences are studied and 
effects of various types of derivations on these rings are Hsted. 
In Section 4.3, we prove some theorems, which are of independent interest and re-
lated to generalized (a, /ii)-derivations F and G satisfying any one of the properties: 
(0 Fi[x,y]) = {xoy)^^fi, (li) F{xoy) = [x,y]o,^p, {in) [F(x),y]a,0 = {F{x) o y)^^^, 
(iv) F{[x,y]) = [F{x),yU, (v) F{xoy) = (F(x)oy),,^, (v^ F{[x,y]) = Hx),G{y)] 
and {vii) F[x o y) = [a.{x),G{y)) for all x,y in some appropriate subset of R. In 
the end of this section, we use semiprojective Morita context in order to investigate 
commutativity of a reduce ring 5' in a compatible way with the ring R. Some conse-
quences related to domain and division rings are also stated and proved. 
Chapter 5 deals with the study of Jordan triple (resp. generalized Jordan triple 
derivations) and find the relation between them on Lie ideal. An additive mapping 
d : R —> R is called a Jordan triple derivation if d(aba) -• d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) 
holds for all pairs a,b E R. In [22], Bresar proved that any Jordan triple deriva-
tion on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring is a derivation. Jing k Lu [51] introduced 
the concepts of generahzed Jordan derivation and generalized Jordan triple deriva-
tion. An additive mapping F : R. —> R. is called a generahzed Jordan derivation 
if F(x^) = F{x)x + xd{x) holds for all x € -R where c? is a Jordan derivation of R. 
An additive mapping F : R —> R is called a generalized Jordan triple derivation if 
F{x.yx) — F{x)yx + xd{y)x + xyd{x) holds for all pairs x, y G R, where c? is a Jordan 
triple derivation of R. 
In section 5.2, it is shown that on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring R every Jordan 
triple derivation on a Lie ideal L of i? is a derivation on L. In [51], Jing and Lu 
proved that any generalized Jordan triple derivation on a 2-torsion free prime ring is 
a generalized deriA^ation. Very recently, Vukman [93] extended the above mentioned 
result for a 2-torsion free semiprime ring. Thus, it is natural question that whether 
Vukman's result is true for Lie ideal of R. In Section 5.3, it is shown that the the an-
swer to this question is affirmative in the case when L is a square closed Lie ideal of R. 
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At places, examples are provided to justify the conditions imposed on the hypoth-
esis of various results. Also suitable remarks are given sometime to explain the theory 
and sometime to conjecture the possible extensions of the results. In the end, an ex-
haustive references of the existing material related to the subject matter of our thesis 
is included which may serve as source material for those, interested in the domain of 
our research. 
Three papers of the author related to some portion of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 has 
been published in Mathematica Cluj 53 (76)(2) (2011), Bol. Soc. Parana. 27(2) 
(2009), 43-52 and Rend. Sem. mat. Univ. Padova, (2011), respectively, whereas 
one paper based on the material of Chapter 3 has been accepted for pubUcation in 
the proceeding of International conference on applied analysis and algebra (ICAAA) 
2011. Several papers related to the material of other chapters are in the process of 
pubUcation. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to coUect some basic notations and important terminol-
ogy with a view to making our thesis as self contained as. possible. Of course, the 
elementary knowledge of the algebraic concepts such as groups, rings, ideals, fields 
and homomorphisms etcetera has been preassumed and no attempt will be made to 
discuss them here. Some key results and well-known theorems are also included which 
we shall require for the development of the subject matter in the subsequent chapters. 
For their proofs, the references are mentioned for those who develop the interest in 
them. Most of the material included in this chapter occurs in standard Hteratures 
namely, Herstein ([40], [42]), Jacboson [50], McCoy [63], Lam [53]. Suitable examples 
and necessary remarks are given at proper places to make the exposition self con-
tained as much as possible. Other examples will be given from time to time in the 
sequel. 
1.2 Some Related Concepts in Ring Theory 
In the present section, we shall give a brief exposition of some important ter-
minology in ring theory. Throughout the thesis, unless otherwise mentioned, R will 
denote an associative ring (may be without unit) having at least two elements, and 
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Modules are unital. For any pairs of elements x,y E R, the symbols [x, y] and (x o y) 
stand for the commutator and anti-commutator, respectively. The symbols Z{R) and 
CR{R) denote the center and centralizer of R respectively, and the symbol M ®ii N 
denoted the tensor product of two modules M and N over a ring R. 
Definition 1.2.1 (Prime Ideal). An ideal P in a ring R is said to be a prime ideal if 
and only if it has the property that for any two ideals / and J oi R, IJ C P implies 
that I CP ov J CP. 
Remark 1.2.1. If jP is an ideal in a ring R, then the following conditions are equiv-
alent: 
(i) P is a prime ideal of R. 
{ii) If x,y E R such that xRy C P, then x E P or y E P. 
(Hi) If (x) and (y) are principle ideals in R such that {x){y) C P, then x G P or 
ye P. 
(iv) If U and V are right (or left) ideals in R such that UV C P, then U C P or 
V CP. 
Definition 1.2.2 (Prime Ring). A ring R, is said to be a prime ring if the zero ideal 
is a prime ideal in R. 
Remark 1.2.2. A ring P is a prime ring if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(i) If A and B are ideals in R such that AB = (0), then ^ = (0) or B = (0). 
(«•) If a, 6 e P, aRb = (0), then a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
[iii) If (a) and (6) are principal ideals in P, such that (a) (6) = (0) then (a) = 0 or 
{b) = 0. 
Remark 1.2.3. The center of a prime ring is free from zero divisors. 
Definition 1.2.3 (Semiprime Ideal). An ideal P in a ring R is said to be a semiprime ideal 
in R if for every ideal A oi R, A^ C P implies AC P. 
Remark 1.2A. {i) A prime ideal is semiprime ideal but the converse need not be 
true in general. 
(M) Intersection of semiprime ideals is necessarily a semiprime. In, the ring Z of 
integers, ideal (2) fl (3) = (6) is semiprime which is not prime. 
Definition 1.2.4 (Semiprime Ring). A ring R is called a semiprime ring if all its 
nonzero ideals have nonzero multiphcation. i.e., for an ideal /, the equahty P — (0) 
impHes / = (0). 
Remark 1.2.5. A ring R is semiprime if and only if for any nonzero element a e R 
there exists x E R, such that axa ^ 0. 
Definition 1.2.5 (Maximal Ideal). An ideal M in a ring R is called a m,axim,al ideal 
of R if M ^ R, and for any ideal 7 of fl such that M C 7 C fl, we have 7 = M or 
7= fl. 
Example 1.2.1. Let fl be the ring of integers and let U = (p), where p is prime. 
Then f/ is a maximal ideal of fl. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Minimal Ideal). An ideal M in a ring fl is called a minimal ideal 
of fl; if M / (0) and there exists no ideal U in R such that (0) C 7/ C M. 
Example 1.2.2. Consider the ring 7}„ of all matrices of order n over a division ring 
D. Let k be an integer from the set {1,2,..., n}, and let A{k) be the right ideal in £>„ 
consisting of ail those matrices of £*„ having only zeros in all rows except possibly 
the k^^ row. Then A{k) is a minimal right ideal in D„. 
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Remark 1.2.6. Every maximal ideal in a commutative ring R with identity is prime. 
However, the converse is not true in general. In the ring Z of integers, the ideal (0) 
is prime but (0) ideal is not maximal, because (0) C (2) C Z. 
The following example shows that unity in the ring R is essential for the validity 
of the statement in Remark 1.2.6. 
Example 1.2.3. The ideal (4) in E, the ring of even integers is a maximal ideal but 
not prime as 2.2 6 (4) but 2 ^ (4). 
Definition 1.2.7 (Characteristic of a Ring). Let Rhea. ring. If there exists a positive 
integer n such that nx = 0, for all x € R, the smallest such positive integer with this 
property is called the characteristic of the ring R, which is generally denoted by 
char{R) — n. If no such positive integer exists, then R is said to have characteristic 
zero. 
Example 1.2.4. The ring of integers, rational numbers and real numbers are all 
standard examples of rings having characteristic zero. On the other hand let P{X) 
be the set of all subsets of a given non-empty set X. If A. B G P{X) we define AB 
to be /I n 5 and ^ + B is defined to be the symmetric difference of A and B i.e., 
AIS.B = {A\B)\J {B\A), then with respect to these addition and multiphcation 
P{X) is a commutative ring with identity. Moreover, since 2A = A^A — cf) for every 
subset A C X, P{X) IS a ring of characteristic 2. 
Remark 1.2.7. The characteristic of an integral domain is either zero or a prime. 
Definition 1.2.8 (Torsion Free Element). An element x e R is said to be n -
torsion free if nx = 0 imphes that x = 0. If nx = 0 implies x = 0, for every x € /?, 
we say that the ring R is ;i-torsion free. 
Definition 1.2.9 (Idempotent Element). An element e in a ring R is called idempotent 
if and only if e^  = e. It is obvious that zero is an idempotent element of every ring. 
Moreover, if R contains units 1, then 1 is also idempotent. 
Remark 1.2.8. For any idempotent e in a ring R, e + ex - exe and e + xe — exe for 
all X e i? are also idempotent. 
Definition 1.2.10 (Boolean Ring). A ring E. is called a Boolean ring if all of its 
elements are idempotent i.e., x'^ — x for all:/; E R. 
Remark 1.2.9. Boolean ring is commutative and has characteristic 2. 
Definition 1.2.11 (Nilpotent Element). An element x of i? is said to be nilpotent 
if there exists a positive integer n such that x" = 0. If such a positive integer exists, 
then the least such integer n > 1 is called the index of nilpotency of x 
Remark 1.2.10. For any idempotent e G i?, ex — exe and xe — exe are nilpotents in 
R. 
Remark 1.2.11. If i? is a prime ring with no nonzero nilpotent elements then R has 
no zero divisor. In fact, if ab = 0, then (ba)^ = {ba){ba) — b{ab)a — 0. By hypothesis 
ba = 0. However, if ab = 0, then {ab)x = 0. This impUes that a{bx) — 0 for all x E R, 
i.e., {bx)a — 0 for all x E R and hence bRa — {0}. Since R, is prime, either a = 0 or 
6 = 0 i.e., R has no zero divisors. 
Remark 1.2.12. It is trivial that the zero of a ring is nil])otent and index of nilpo-
tency of an element x € R. is 1 if and only if x = 0. Moreover, every nilpotent element 
is necessarily a divisor of zero. Indeed, if a 7^  0, and x is the smallest positive integer 
such that a" = 0, then n > 1 and a{a''-'^) = 0 with a""^ ^ 0. 
Definition 1.2.12 (Nilpotent Ideal). An ideal A oi Ri?, called a nilpotent ideal if 
,4" = (0) for some positive integer n. If every element of A is nilpotent, then A is 
said to be a nil ideal. 
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Example 1.2.5. Let M be the ring of all 2x2 upper triangular matrices over integers. 
0 1 \ 
is nilpotent. Then the ideal generated by 
0 0 / 
Rem.ark 1.2.13. Every nilpotent ideal is necessarily a nil ideal but converse need 
not be true in general. 
Example 1.2.6. Let / be the set of sequences in R whose n"' term belongs to the 
principal ideal in Zpn generated by p. Then / is a nil ideal of R but not a nilpotent 
ideal. 
Definition 1.2.13 (Reduced Ring). A ring R is reduced if and only if it has no 
non-zero nilpotent elements. 
Remark 1.2.14. (?) Every commutative semiprime ring is reduced. 
{ii) In a reduced ring R if xy = 0 for some x, y E R, then yRx = {0}. 
{in) A ring i? is a domain if and only if it is both prime and reduced. Moreover, 
every reduced ring is semiprime. 
Proof, (i) Let R be a commutative semiprime ring. Then for any a € /?, we have 
aRa — Ra^ = 0, so a = 0. This shows that R is reduced. 
[ii] For any z G /?, we have (yzx)^ = 0 and then yzx = 0. 
{in) Let x,y E: R. Suppose that R is domain. Then R is reduced and if xRy — {0}, 
then xy — 0 and then, since /? is a domain either x = 0 or y = 0. So i? is a prime ring. 
Now, suppose that R is both prime and reduced and xy = 0. Then by {ii), yRx — {0} 
and so, since R is prime either y = 0 or x = 0. To prove that every reduced ring is 
semiprime, suppose that xRx = {0} for some x e R. Then x^ e xRx - {0} and so, 
x = 0. • 
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Definition 1.2.14 (Center of a Ring). An element x of the ring R is called central 
if it commutes with all elements of R, while the set of all central elements is called 
the center of R and denoted as Z(J?), that is, 
Z[R) = [x ^ R\xy = yx^ for all y G R}. 
Thus, a ring R is commutative if and only if Z[R) — R. 
Definition 1.2.15 (CentraHzer of a Set). Let 5 be a non-empty subset of R, then the 
centralizer CR{S) of 5 in /? is defined by CR{S) = {x G R | sx = xs for all s G S}. 
If x G Cji{S), then we say that a: centralizer S. Evidently CR(R) = Z{R). 
Remark 1.2,15, The center of a semiprime ring contains no nonzero nilpotent ele-
ment. 
Proof. Let a; be a nonzero nilpotent element of R such that x e Z(R). Suppose that 
index of nilpotency is n. If n = 2, then x'^r = 0 for all r e R i.e., x(xr) — 0 gives 
xrx = 0. This implies that x = 0. If n > 2 then 2n - 2 > 0 and we have (a;""^)^ = 0 
i.e., [x^'^fr — 0 for all r E R. This implies x""Vx"~-^ = 0. Since R is semiprime, 
.x""^ = 0, a contradiction. • 
Remark 1,2.16. Let Rhe a semiprime ring and let / be a right ideal of R. Then 
Zil) C Z{R). 
Proof. If a G Z[I) and x E R then, since a{ax) — {ax)a, that is a{ax — xa) — 0. If 
r G R, then a{a{xr) — {xr)a) = 0. However, a{xr) — [xr)a -= [ax — xa)r -\- x{ar - ra); 
thus we get ax(ar - ra) = 0 for all x,r e R, that is, aR{ar - ra) = 0. But this gives 
{ar - ra)R{ar - ra) — 0. Since R is semiprime, we conclude that ar -ra = Q for all 
r ER, hence a G Z{R). • 
Definition 1.2,16 (Simple Ring), A ring R ^ (0) is said to be sim'ple if R has no 
ideals other than (0) and R. 
Example 1.2.7. The matrix ring M^ilji) is a simple ring. 
Remark 1.2.17- A division ring is necessarily simple but not conversely. In fact, 
if D is a division ring then the complete matrix ring Z)„, for a positive integer n is 
simple where of course, is not a division ring. 
Definition 1.2.17 (Annihilator). If M is a subset of a ring ft, The right annihilator 
of M denoted as Ar{M) of a set M in ft is a totahty of all x G ft, such that 
Ar{M) = {r G ft I mr = 0, for ah m G M}. 
Accordingly, the left annihilator of M denoted as Ai{M) is a set of all r G ft such 
that 
Ai{M) =:: {r G ft I rm = 0, for all m G M}. 
The annihilator AnnR{M) = Ar{M) n Ai{M) is called an annihilator of M in ft. 
Remark 1.2.18. (?) If ft is semiprime and / is an ideal of ft, then / fl Ar{[) — 0. 
{a) If ft is semiprime and / is an ideal of ft, then Annji{I) = .4^(7) — Ai{I). 
Definition 1.2.18 (Module). Let ft be a ring. An additive abehan group M is said 
to be a left ft — module if there is a scalar multiplication R x M —> M such that: 
(i) for all r G ft, m G M, rm G M, 
[a) for all ri, r2 G ft,m G M, (ri + r2)m = r^m + r2m, 
[Hi] for all r G ft,rni, m2 G M, r(mi + m2) = rm\ + rm2, 
{iv) for all ri,r2 G ft,m G M, (rir2)m = ri(r2m), 
(i>) for all m G M, l/^m = m. 
A right R — module is defined similarly with a scalar multiplication 
M xR —> M. 
For a commutative ring R, the notations of left and right -module over R essentially 
concide with each other and in this case we simply a module over R. 
Remark 1.2.19. Modules are "vector spaces over rings", i.e. the concept of a module 
generalizes that of a vector space, replacing the underlying field by a general ring. 
Definition 1.2.19 (Bimodule). Let R and S be arbitrary rings and M be a module 
over /?, as well as over S with the condition that for any r e R and s E S 
r((ms) = {rm)s, for all m e M, (1-2-1) 
then M is said to be bimodule more exphcitly, an (/? — 5)—module or bimodule H^S-
Remark 1.2.20. (i) If M is a left 7?-module and a right ^-module, then 
{R — 5)—module is classified exactly as above with condition (1.2.1). 
{ii) On the other hand if M is a left /^-module and also a left S-module, then M 
is a bimodule if condition (1.2.1) is replaced by the condition 
r{sm) = s{rm), for all r G 7?, s E S and m E M. (1-2-2) 
Example 1,2.8. Let Mji be any right /2-module, E = Homji{M,M) is the ring of 
endomorphisms. Then it is readily verified that M turns to be Ei, £'2—module EM 
such that 
e{mr) — {em)r, for all e E E, m E M, r E R. 
Thus M becomes a bimodule EMR. 
Definition 1.2.20. (Balanced Maps). Let fl be a ring, M be a right i?-module and 
A^  a left i?-module. We define a balanced product of M and TV to be an abelian 
group G together with a map V' of the product set M x N into G satisfying the 
following conditions: 
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(z) ^j{mi + m2,n) = ijj{mi,n) + i/'(m2,n) 
(ii) i){m, n\ + 712) = ipim, ni) + il){m, 712) 
(iii) •il){mr,n) — TJj{m,rn) 
for all ?ni, m2, m E M, 111,112, n £ N and r e R. 
Definition 1.2.21 (Tensor Product). Let Rhe a ring, M he a right ff-module and 
N a left /?-moduIe. A pair (T, r) consisting of an abelian group T and R—module 
map 
T:M xN ^ T 
is a tensor product of M and A'' and denoted hy M ®RN, in case for every abelian 
group G and every i?—balanced map 
XIJ:MXN^ G, 
there is a unique abehan group homomorphism, TT : T —> G such that TT or = ip. 
Remark 1.2.21. If (T, r) and (Ti, ri) are two tensor products of a right R— module 
M and a left /?—module N, then there is an abelian group homomorphism rj: T —> 
Tj such that ri = ry o r, moreover T = Ti. 
Definition 1.2.22 (Lie and Jordan Structures). Let 7? be an associative ring. We 
can induce two new operations on i? as follows: 
(i) For any x,y E R, the Lie product, [x, y] = xy — yx. 
(ii) For any x,y e R, the Jordan product, xoy = xy + yx. 
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Remark 1.2.22. For any x,y, z e R, the following identities hold, 
(i) [xy,z] =x[y,z] + [x,z]y 
(a) [x,yz] = y[x,z] + [x,y]z 
{in) [[x,y],z] + [[y,i;],x] + [[2,x],'(/] = 0 (this identity is generally knows as Jacobi 
identity). 
(iv) X o (yz) = {xo y)z - y[x, z] = y{x o z) + [x, y\z 
(v) (xy) o z = x{y o z) - [x, z]y = {x o z)y + x[y, z] 
Definition 1.2.23 (Lie (Jordan) Subring). A nonempty subset L of a ring R is said 
to be a Lie {resp. Jordan subring of R, if L is an additive subgroup of R and for 
x,y E L implies that [x,y] (resp. {xoy)) is also in L. 
Definition 1.2.24 (Lie (Jordan) Ideal). An additive subgroup L of a ring R is said 
to be a Lie (resp. Jordan ideal of R if whenever u e L and r 6 R, then [u, r] (resp. 
{u o r)) is also in L. 
Example 1.2.9. Let E be the additive subgroup of R generated by the idempotents 
of R. If e^  = e, is an idempotent in R, and if x e R, then it is a simple calculation 
to verify that / = e + ex — exe and g = e + xe — exe are idempotents. Hence 
ex — xe = f — g is in E. This give us that £^  is a Lie ideal of R. 
a b 
Example 1,2.10. Let R= { \ | j a, 6, c, rf 6 Z2 }. Then it is easy to see that 
c d 
a b 
L 
c a 
a, 5, c G Z2 > is a Lie ideal of R and J 
J 
is a Jordan ideal of R. 
Remark 1.2.23. If L is a commutative Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free semiprime ring 
R, then L C Z{R). 
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In fact, If L is commutative, then a E L, x E R implies ax — xa E L so commutes 
with a. Now, for x,y e R, a{a{xy) - {xy)a) = {a{xy) - {xy)a)a. Expanding a{xy) -
{xy)a as [ax — xa)y + x{ay — ya) and using that a commutes with this, with ax — xa 
and with ay - ya yields 2{ax — xa){ay — ya) — (} for all x,y e R. Since 2r = 0 
forces r = 0, we obtain {ax — xa){ay — ya) = 0. In this putting y — ax, we find that 
(ax — xa)R{ax — xa) = (0). Since R is semiprime, we conclude that ax — xa = 0 and 
so, a must be in the center of R. 
Definition 1.2.25 (Square Closed Lie Ideal). A Lie ideal L is said to be a square dosed 
Lie ideal of i? if x^  € L for all a; G L. If L is a square closed Lie ideal of R then 
xy + yx = {x + yY ~ x^ - y'^ e L. Since xy-yx E L. for ah x,y E L, 2xy G L for all 
x, y e L. 
Remark 1.2.24. Since every ideal in a ring R is a Lie ideal of R, but there exist a 
Lie ideals (square closed ) which are not ideals. For example: 
\ 
I a, 6, c G Z V. Then it can be easily seen 
/ 
a,6 ,cGZ} is a square closed Lie ideal of R but not ideal of 
1.3 Derivations and its Generalizations 
Motivated by two basic properties of differential operators, the notion of deriva-
tion was introduced in rings as follows: 
Definition 1.3.1 (Derivation). A mapping d : R. —> R is said to be a derivation of 
the ring R. if it obeys the following properties: 
(i) d{x + y) = d{x) + d{y) for all x,y E R, 
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(M) d{xy) = d{x)y -f xd(y) for all x,y E R. 
For a fixed a G i?, define an additive map d : R —> R by d(x) = [x, a] for all x e R. 
The function 6? defined can be easily checked to be additive and 
d{xy) = [xy,a] 
= x[y,a] + [x,a]y 
= xd{y) + d{x)y. 
Thus, dis a. derivation which is called an {inner derivation) of R associated with a 
and generally denoted by la-
Example 1.3.1. The most natural example of a nontrivial derivation is the usual 
difi^erentiation on the ring F[x] of polynomials defined over a field F. 
Remark 1.3.1. It is obvious to see that every inner derivation on a ring i? is a 
derivation. But the converse need not be true in general. 
/ 
Example 1.3.2. Let R = 
a b 
a, 6, c, d e Z } be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices 
c d 
\ \ 
. a b \ lab 
over the ring of integers. Define a map d : R —>• R hy d 
c d I \ b d I 
Then, it can be verified that d is a, derivation but not an inner derivation on R. 
Remark 1.3.2. A set of all derivations of the ring R is denoted by Der{R). This 
set is closed relative to the commutator operation i.e., if d], d2 are derivations of R, 
then [di, 0^2] is also a derivation. Therefore, Der(R) is a Lie ring. 
Remark 1.3.3. If d is a derivation on R and r 6 Z{R), then d{r) € Z{R). 
Proof. We have r £ Z{R) that is [r, x] = 0 for all x E R. Take the derivation to the 
both sides, we get d{rx) - d{xr) = 0 for all x e R, this implies [d{r),x] + [r, d{x)] = 0 
for all X e R. According to r e Z{R), we get [r,d{x)] = 0 for all x e i? and hence 
[d{r),x] = 0 for all x e R. Therefore, d{r) G Z{R). • 
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Definition 1.3.2 (Jordan Derivation). A mapping d : R —> R is said to be a 
Jordan derivation of the ring R if it satisfies the foUowing properties: 
(i) d{x + y) — d{x) + d(y) for all x,y e R, 
(a) d{x'^) = d{x)x + xd{x) for aU x E R. 
Remark 1.3.4. Every derivation is obviously a Jordan derivation and the converse 
is in general not true as shown by the following example: 
Example 1.3.3. Let i? be a 2-torsion free ring and a E R such that xax — 0 for all 
X G R, but xay ^ 0, for some (x ^ y) 6 R. Define a map d : R —> R by d{x) — ax. 
Then, it can be verified that d is a Jordan derivation but not a derivation. One can 
verify that a Jordan derivation in associative ring R is a derivation on the Jordan 
ring under the induced Jordan multiplication. 
Defliidtion 1.3.3 ((a,/3)-Derivation). Let a,j3 : R —> R be two mapping. Then 
a mapping d : R —> R is said to be a (a,/3) — derivation on R if it satisfies the 
following properties: 
(i) d{x + y) — d{x) + d[y) for all x,y e R, 
(M) d{xy) — d{x)a{y) + (i{x)d{y) for aU x,y e R. 
Example 1.3.4. Let R 
a b 
0 c 
a, 5, c, 6 Z > be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices 
over the ring of integers. Define a map d : R —> R by d 
a b a U 
0 0 0 c 
a b \ 
a 
0 c 
^ 0 ^ /„ ,,\ 
V" V \" V 
and/5 
on R. 
I v ° » y 0 c V V 
0 b 
0 0 
Then d is an (a, /?)-derivation 
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Example 1.3.5. An example of an (a, /3)-derivation when R has a nontrivial central 
idempotent e is to let d{x) = ex, a{x) = (1 - e)x and /? = 1 (or d). Here, d is not a 
derivation because d{ee) = eee ^ 2eee = (ee)e + e(ee) = c?(e)e + ed{e). In any ring 
with endomorphism /?, if we set c? = 1 - j3, then (i is a (/?, l)-derivation, but not a 
derivation when R is semiprime, unless /? = 1. 
Definition 1.3.4 (Jordan (a,/9)-Derivation). Let a,l3 : R —> R be two mapping. 
Then an additive mapping d : R —> R is said to be a Jordan{a, /3) — derivation on 
/? if it satisfies the condition: d{x^) = d{x)a{x] + I3{x)d{x) for all x E R. 
Definition 1.3.5 (Centrahzer). An additive mapping T : R —> R is called 
{i) a left centarlizer if T{xy) — T{x)y holds for all x, y G R, 
(M) a right centarlizer if r(xy) = xT{y) holds for all x, y (= R, 
{Hi) a Centarlizer if T is both a left and a right centralizer. 
Remark 1.3.5. If a 6 R then La[^) — ax is a left centralizer and Ra{x) = xa is a 
right centralizer. 
Definition 1.3.6 (Jordan Centrahzer). An additive mapping T : R —> R is called 
(i) a left Jordan centarlizer if T(x^) = T{x)x holds for all x E R, 
(ii) a right Jordan centarlizer if T{x^) ~ xT{x) holds for all x,y E R, 
(Hi) a Jordan Centarlizer if T is both Jordan a left and a right centrahzer. 
1.4 Some Weil-Known Results 
In this section we stat some well- known and classical results which will be frequently 
used in the development of the subsequent chapters. 
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Lemma 1.4.1 ([47, Lemma 1.7]). A group can not be a union of two its proper 
subgroups. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that G = MDN, where M, A'^  is proper subgroups of 
G. Then there exists gi G G\M (i.e., gi G N\M) and g2 G G\N (i.e., 92 e M\N). It 
is obvious that 1^^ 2 E G = M U N. Therefore, we have either gig2 G M or gig2 G A'^ . 
if (71.92 £ M, we get gi G M since _(5'2 G M. This is contradiction. On the other hand, 
if 5152 € A^ , we get g^ ^ N since gi G iV, again a contradiction. This complete the 
proof of Lemma. • 
Lemma 1.4.2 ([17, Theorem 3] ). Let d he a derivation of a prime ring R and a 
be an element of R. If ad{x) = 0 for all x G R, then either a — 0 or d is zero. 
Proof. If ad{x) = 0 for all x e R, replace x by xy, to get 
ad{xy) = 0 = ad{x)y + axd{y) = axd{y) — 0 
for all x,y E R. 11 d is not zero, that is, if d{y) ^ 0 for some y E R, then, the 
primeness of R yields that a = 0. m 
Lemma 1.4.3 ([80, Lemma 1] ). Let R be a semiprime ring and I a nonzero left 
ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero derivation d such that [x,d{x)] is central for all 
X G /, then R contains a nonzero central ideal. 
Remark 1.4.1. Let b and ab be in the center of a prime rnig R. If b is not zero, then 
a G Z{R). 
Proof. 0 = [ab, r] == a[b, r] + [a, r]b = [a, r]b for all r £ R. By Lemma L4.2, 6 = 0 or 
[a, r\ — 0 for all r G R. Hence a must be in Z{K). • 
Remark 1.4.2. Let / be a nonzero right ideal in a prime ring R. If R admits a 
derivation d which is zero on /, then d is zero on R. 
Proof. If d(/) = 0, then 0 = d[IR) = d(/)R + Id{Ri) = U{R). By Lemma L4.2, d 
must be zero on R since / is nonzero. • 
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Remark 1.4.3. Let /? be a prime ring. If R contains a non-zero central ideal (or 
contains a nonzero commutative ideal), then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let J be commutative ideal of R. li x E J, then Ix{J) = [x, J] = 0. Since J 
is commutative, by Remark 1.4.2, Ix = 0 on R and hence x G Z{R). Thus [x, R] = 0 
for every x e J. Hence Ia{J) — 0 for all a G i? and again by Remark 1.4.2, ^ = 0 on 
R and hence a G Z{R) for all a E R. Therefore, R is commutative. • 
Posner's First Theorem Let Rhe a, prime ring of characteristic not 2 and dj, 2^ 
be derivations on R such that the iterate did2 be also a derivation, then one at least 
of di, da is zero. 
Posner's Second Theorem Let Rhe a, prime ring and d a nonzero derivation of 
R such that [x,d{x)\ G Z[R) for all x G /?,, then /? is commutative. 
Herstein's Theorem If i? is a prime ring of characteristic different from 2 then 
every Jordan derivation of /? is a derivation of R. 
Chapter 2 
Centralizing Mappings with 
Generalized Derivations 
2.1 Introduction 
Let Rhe a ring and 5 be a nonempty subset of R. A mapping d : R —> R is 
called commuting on S if [d{x),x] — 0 for all x E S and is called centralizing on 5* if 
[(i(x),.T] G Z{R) for all x e S. The study of such mappings was initiated by Posner 
[80]. Over the last few decades, there has been an ongoing interest concerning the 
relationship between the commutativity of ring and the existence of certain specific 
types of derivations which are centralizing or commuting on some appropriate sub-
sets of R. In section 2.2, we investigate the commutativity of prime ring R admitting 
generaUzed derivations F and G satisfying certain identities: {i) {F{x) o x) € Z{R), 
ill) F{x) o F{y) - {x o y) G Z{Rl {tit) [F{x),F{y)] - F{[x,y]) G Z{R), 
(iv) F{[x,y]) + [F{x),y] - [F(^),F(y)] G Z{R), (v) F{x o y) - [x,y] G Z(R), 
{vt) F{[x,y])-{xoy) G Z{R), {vit) [F{x),F{y)]-{xoy) G Z{R), {vttt) (F(x)oF(y))-
[x,y] G Z{R), {ix) [F{x),G{y)] - \x,y] G Z{R), and {x) [F{x),x] - [x,G{x)] G Z{R) 
for all x,y in an appropriate subset of R. In fact, our results extend some known 
theorems for deviations to generalized derivations in rings. 
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Section 2.3 is devoted to the study of generalized (a,/?)—derivation on Lie ide-
als of prime rings. In fact, we investigate the commutativity of prime ring R ad-
mitting generalized (a,/3)—derivations F and G satisfying any one of the following 
identities:(z) [F{x),x]„ji - [y,x]a,ii € Z{R), (ii) {F{x) o x)a,0 - {y o x)ajj e Z{R), 
(iiz) [F{x),F{y)] e ZiR), (iv) F{x) o F{y) e Z{R), (v) F{[x,y]) - Gi[x,y]) E ZiR), 
[vi) [F{x), F{y)] - [Gix),yl,0 £ Z{R) and {vii) F{[x,y]) - G{x o y) e Z{R), for all 
X, y e L. 
2.2 Generalized Derivation of Prime Rings 
An additive mapping F : R. —> R is called a generalized inner derivation if 
F{x) = ax + bx holds for some a,b £ R. It can be easily checked that if F is a 
generalized inner derivation, then for any x^y E R, 
F{xy) = F{x)y + x[y,b] 
= F{x)y + xh{y), 
where /&(?/) = yb — by is an inner derivation. 
In view of the cibove observation Bresar [23], introduced the concept of a gener-
alized derivation in rings as follows: 
Definition 2.2.1. An additive mapping F : R —> R is said to be generalized deriva-
tion if there exists a derivation d of R such that 
F{x]j) = F[x)y + xd[y) for all x, y e R. 
Definition 2,2.2. An additive mapping F : R —> R is s!iid to be right generalized 
derivation if there exists a derivation doi R such that 
F{xy) = xF{y) -(- d{x)y for all x,y 6: R 
and F is said to be left generalized derivation if there exists a derivation doi R such 
that 
F{xij) = F{x)y + xd{y) for all x, y G 7?, 
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F is said to be a generalized derivation with associated deri-\'ation d if it is both a left 
and right generaUzed derivation. 
Remark 2.2.1. The following example is sufficient to show that a generalized deriva-
tion need not be a derivation in general. 
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Example 2.2.1. Let R a, 6, c e Z2 >. Define a map F ; R —>• R 
a h \ ( a Q \ a b 
= . and a derivation d : R —> R hy d \ 
0 - 5 \ 
. It can easily verified that F is a generahzed derivation on R, with asso-
0 0 y 
dated derivation d but not a derivation on R. 
The concept of generalized derivation covers both the concepts of derivation and 
generalized inner derivation. Moreover, generalized derivation with d = 0 covers the 
concept of left and right multiphers. In the year 1998 Hvala [48], initiated the alge-
braic study of generalized derivations in rings and extended some results concerning 
derivation of prime rings to generalized derivation. Since the sum of two generalized 
derivations is a generalized derivation, every map of the form F{x) — cx+d{x), where 
c is iixed element of R and d is derivation of R, is a generalized derivation and if R 
has 1, all generahzed derivation have this form. 
Recently, many authors have studied the commutativity of prime and semiprime 
rings with derivations and generalized derivations satisfying certain polynomial con-
ditions ( ef [4], [6], [9], [13], [18], [46], etc). Now our purpose is to study the com-
mutativity behavior of prime ring admitting a generalized derivation F satisfying 
any one of the properties: {i) F{x) o x e Z{R), [ii) F{x) o F{y) — {x oy) e Z[R), 
(m) [F(x),F(y)]-F([x,y]) G Z{R\ (iv) F([x-,y]) + [F(x),y] - [F(x), F(y)] G Z[R), 
{v) F{xoy)-[x,y] e Z{R), (m) F{[x,y])-{xoy) e Z{R), {vii) [F{x),F{y)]-{xoy) e 
Z{R), (viii) F{x) o F{y) - [x,y] € Z{R), (^ x) [F{x),G{y)\ - [x,y] e Z[R), and 
(x) [F(x),x] - [x,G(x)] 6 Z{R) for some appropriate subsets of R. In fact, our re-
sults extend some known theorems for derivations to generalized derivations in rings. 
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We begin with the foUowing known results which shall be used throughout to 
prove our theorems: 
Remark 2.2.2. In a prime ring, the centralizer of any nonzero one-sided ideal is 
equal to the center of R; in particular, if R has nonzero central ideal, R must be 
commutative. 
Lemma 2.2.1 ([13, Theorem 2]). Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero left ideal 
of R such that I n Z{R) ^0. If R admits a generalized derivation F with associated 
derivation d such that F is centralizing on I, then R is commutative. 
Lemma 2.2.2 ([17, Theorem 4] ). Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero left 
ideal. If R admits a nonzero derivation d such that [d{x),x] E Z{R) for all x E I, 
then R is commutative. 
Now, we prove the following: 
Lemma 2.2.3. Let R be a prime ring and I be a nonzero left ideal of R. 
(a) If [x, y] e Z{R) for all x, y 6 /, or 
(b) if (xoy) e Z{R) for all x,yel, 
then R is commutative. 
Proof, (a) We have [x,y] G Z{R) for all x,y E I. This imphes that [r, [x,y]] — 0 
for all r G R. Replace y by yx in the above relation, to g:et [x, y] [r, x] = 0. Again 
replacing r by ry, we get [x,y]R[x,y] — {0} for all x,y e I and primeness of R yields 
that [x,y\ — 0 for all x,y E I and hence R is commutative by Remark 2.2.2. 
(5) If (xoy) e Z{R) for aU x,y E I, then {{x oy),r] = 0 for all r e R. Replac-
ing y by yx we find that (x o y)[x,r] - 0. For any s G J^, replace r by sr to get 
(x o y)R.[x,r] - {0}. Thus, for each x G / either x o y = 0 or [x,r] = 0. Let 
y4 = {x G / I xoy = 0 for all 2/ G / } , S = {x G / I [x,r] = 0 for all r G R}. Then A 
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and i? are additive subgroups of / whose union is /. But a group cannot be the union 
of its two proper subgroups and hence either x o y = 0 for all x, y e / or [x, r] = 0 for 
all X 6 / and r E R. If x o y = 0, then replace y by ry we obtain [x, r]y — 0 for all 
X, y 6 / and r ^ R , that is [x, r]I = {0}. Since I ^ 0, we get [x, r] = 0 for all x 6 / 
and r e R and both the cases we find that / is central and hence by Remark 2.2.2, 
R is commutative. • 
Now, we are well equipped to prove the following resul1,s: 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero left, ideal of R. Suppose that 
R admits a right generalized derivation F with associated derivation d of R such that 
d{Z{R)) ^ 0. Further, if R satisfies the condition {F{x) o x) E Z{R) for all x e I, 
then R is commutative. 
Proof. We have (F{x) o x) G Z{R) for all x € /. Replace a by x + y, to get 
{F{x)oy) + {F{y)ox)eZ{R). (2.2.1) 
Since d{Z{R)) ^ {0}, there exists z e Z{R) such that d{z) ^ 0 and d{z) G Z{R). 
Replacing y by zy in (2.2.1) and using (2.2.1), we get 
[F{x),z\y - [z, x]F{y) + d{z){y o x) - [d{z),x]y G Z{R). 
Thus, we find that d{z){yox) G Z{R). Since d{z) ^ 0 and R is prime, it follows that 
{y o x) G Z{R) for all x,y E I and hence by Lemma 2.2.3 (fc), R is & commutative. • 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let R, be a prime ring and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose 
that R admits a right generalized derivation F with associated derivation d such that 
d{Z{R)) 7^  0. Further, suppose that R satisfies the condition {F{x) o F{y)) - (xoy) G 
Z{R) for all x, y e f. If F — 0 or dj^ 0, then R is commutative. 
Proof. Since d{Z{R)) -/- {0}, there exists z G Z{R) such that d{z) ^ 0. Further, 
since li is a derivation, d[z) G Z[L{). 
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If F = 0, we have (xoy) 6 Z{R), then by Lemma 2.2.3 (6), we get the required result. 
Therefore, we shall assume that dy^O, that is, we have 
F{x)oF{y)-{xoy)EZ{R). (2.2.2) 
Replacing y by zy in (2.2.2) and using (2.2.2), we get 
d{z)iF{x)oy) + [Fix),diz)]y e ZiR) 
and according to, 0 ^ d{z) G Z{R) and Remark 1.4.1, we find that {F{x)oy) e Z{R) 
for all x,y E I. In particular {F{x)ox) 6 Z{R) for all x t /. Now, by Theorem 2.2.1, 
R is commutative. • 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose 
that R admits a left generalized derivation F with associated derivation d such that 
d{Z{R)) ^ 0. Further, suppose that R satisfies any one of the following conditions: 
it) [F{x),F{y)\-F{[x,y])eZ{R) for all x,yel, 
(ii) {F{x) o F{y)) - F{x oy)e Z{R) for all x,yel. 
Then R is commutative. 
Proof. Since d{Z{R)) ^ {0}, then there exists z e Z{R) such that d{z) ^ 0. Further, 
since c? is a derivation, d{z) £ Z{R). 
[i) For all X, y G 7, we have 
\F{xlF[y)]-F{[x,y])eZ{R) (2.2.3) 
Replacing y by zy in (2.2.3) and using (2.2.3), we get 
\F[x),z]F{y) + [F{x)A^)]y + d{z){[F{x),y\ - [x,y]) € Z{R) for all x,y £ /. 
Since 0 ^ d{z) 6 Z{R), we have d{z){[F{x),y\ - [x,y]) G Z{R) for all 
x.,y G /. Therefore, it follows from Remark 1.4.1, that [F{x),y\ - [x,y] G Z{R) 
for all x,y e I. Now, replace y by d{z)x, to get d{z)[F(x),x] G Z{R). Again, using 
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the same arguments as used above, we find that [F{x),x] e Z{R) for all x E L Thus, 
by Lemma 2.2.1, R is commutative. 
(M) For all x.y E I, we have 
(Fix) o Fiy)) - Fix o y) € Z{R). (2.2.4) 
Replacing y by zy in (2.2.4), we get 
\F{x),z]F{y) + d{z){{F{x) oy)-{xo y)) + [F{:x),d{z)]y E Z{R). 
Since 0 ^ d{z) G Z[R) application of (2.2.4), we find that 
d{z){{F{x)oy)-{xoy))eZ{R) 
and hence from Remark 1.4.1, we obtain {F{x) o y) — [x o y) E Z{R) for all 
x,y E L Again replace x by zx, to get d{z){x o y) — [d{z),y]x E Z{R). Again, 
since 0 ^ d{z) E Z{R), we get d{z){x o y) E Z{R) and hence by Remark 1.4.1, we 
obtain (xoy) E Z{R) for all x,y E I. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.3 (6), we get the required 
result. • 
Theorem 2.2.4. Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose 
that R admits a right generalized derivation F with associated derivation d such that 
d(Z{R)) ^ 0. Further, if that R satisfies the following condition F{[x, y]) + [F{x),y] — 
[F{x), F{y)] E Z{R) for all x,y E I, then R is commutative. 
Proof. Since d{Z{R)) ^ {0}, then there exists z E Z{R) such that d{z) 7^  0 and 
d{z) E Z{R). For all x,y E I, we have 
F{[x,y]) + [F(x),y] - [Fix),F{y)\ E Z{R). (2.2.5) 
Replacing y by zy in (2.2.5) and using (2.2.5), we get 
d{z){\x,y] - [F{x),y]) - [F{x),d{z)]y E Z{R). 
Since d{z) E Z{R) and hence by Remark 1.4.1, we obtain [F(x),y] + [x,y] E Z{R). 
Again replace y by d{z)x, to get d{z)[F{x),x] E Z{R) for all x E L Now, using the 
same arguments as above we find that [F{x),x] E Z{R) and hence by Lemma 2.2.1, 
R is commutative. • 
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Theorem 2.2.5. Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose 
that R admits a right generalized derivation F with associated derivation d such that 
d{Z{R)) ^ 0. Further, suppose that R satisfies any one of the following conditions: 
(i) F(x oy) — [x,y] 6 Z{R) for all x,y E I, 
{ii) F([x,y]) -{xoy) e Z{R) for all x,y e I, 
(n/) [F(.T), F{y)] - {x o y) £ Z{R) for all x, y G / , 
(iv) F{x) o F{y) - [x,y] G Z(/?) for all x,yel. 
If F — Q or d^ 0, then R is commutative. 
Proof. Since d{Z{R)) ^ {0}, there exists z G Z{R) such that d{z) i- 0. Further, 
since (i is a derivation, d{z) G Z{K). 
(i) U F — 0, then [x,y] G Z{R) for all x,y € I, and hence by Lemma 2.2.3 (a), we 
get the required result. Therefore, we shall assume that d ^ 0. Then for any x.,y e I, 
we have 
F{xoy)-[x,y\eZ[R). (2.2.6) 
Replace y by zy in (2.2.6), to get 
zF{xoy) + d[z){x oy) + z\x,y] G Z{R), for all x,y e I, 
and hence by (2.2.6), we find that d{z){x o y) G Z{R) for all x,y G /. Thus, 
by Remark 1.4.1 and 0 7^  d{z) G Z{R), we get {x o y) G Z{R) and hence by 
Lemma 2.2.3 (b) we get the required result. 
{ii) If F = 0, then [xoy) e Z{R) for ah x,y E L Thus, by Lemma 2.2.3 (6), /? is a 
commutative. Therefore, we shah assume that d^Q. Then for all x.y E I, we have 
Fi[x,y])-{xoy)eZ{R). (2.2.7) 
Replacing y by zy, for all z G Z{R) in (2.2.7) and using (2.2.7), we get 
d{z)[x,tj] G Z{R) for all x,y e I, thus, by Remark 1.4,1 and 0 ^ d{z) G Z{R), we 
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obtain [x,y] G Z{R) for all x,y E I and hence by Lemma 2.2.3 (a), R is commutative. 
(iii) If F = 0, then (x o y) £ •2'(-R) for all x,y G I, and hence we get the required 
result by Lemma 2.2.3 (5). Therefore, we shall assume that d ^ 0. Then for any 
x,y e I, we have 
[F{x),F{y)]~{xoy)eZ{R). (2.2.8) 
Replacing y by zy in (2.2.8) and using (2.2.8), we get 
d{z)[F{x),y] + [F{x),d{z)]yeZ{R). 
Now, since 0 j^ d{z) G Z{R), we find that (i(2)[F(x), y] € ^(^) and hence by Remark 
L4.1, we find that [F{x),y] e Z{R) for all x,y e I. In particular [F(x),rc] G Z{R) 
for all X- G / and hence by Lemma 2.2.1, R is commutative. 
(iv) If F = 0, then [x,y] G ^ (i?) for all x,y e I, then we get the required result by 
Lemma 2.2.3 (a). Therefore, we shall assume that d^Q. Then for any x,y E I, we 
have 
{F{x)oF{y))-[x,y]eZ{R). (2.2.9) 
Replacing y by zy in (2.2.9) and using (2.2.9), we get 
d{z){Fix) oy) + [F{x),d{z)]y e Z{R). 
Since 0 j^ d{z) G Z{R), we find that d{z){F{x) oy)e Z{R) for all x,y G /. Thus, by 
Remark L4.1, we have {F{x)oy) e Z{R) for all x,y E I and hence (F{x)ox) G Z(/Z) 
for all x e I. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2.1, we get the required result. • 
Theorem 2.2.6. Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose 
that R admits a right generalized derivations F and G with associated derivations d 
and g, respectively, such that d{Z{R)) ^ 0 and g{Z{R)) 7^  0. Further, suppose that 
R satisfies any one of the following conditions: 
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(i) [F{x), G{y)\ - [x,y] G Z{R) for all x,yel, 
(ti) [F{x), x] - [x, G{x)] 6 Z{R) for all xel, 
(lii) {F{x) o x) - {x o G{x)) e Z{R) for all xEl. 
If F — Q (or G = 0) or dyi^Q (or g ^ 0), then R is commutative. 
Proof. Since g(Z{R)) ^ {0}, there exists z G Z{¥() such that g{z) ^ 0. Further, 
since 5" is a derivation, g{z) € Z{R). 
(i) If F ^ 0 (or G = 0), then \x, y] e Z{R) for all x,y ^ I, and hence by Lemma 2.2.3 
(a,), /? is a commutative. Therefore, we shall assume that d 7^  0 {ox g ^^). For any 
x,y £ I, we have 
[F{x),G{y)]-[x,y]eZ{R). (2.2.10) 
Replacing y by zy in (2.2.10) and using (2.2.10), we get 
g{z)[F{x),y] + [F{x),g{z)]y G Z{R) for all x,yel. 
Since 0 7^  g{z) 6 Z{R), we find that g{z)[F{x),y] € Z{R). Thus, by Remark 
1.4.1 and g{z) G Z{R), we obtain [F{x),y] G Z{R) for all x,y G /. In particular 
[F{x),x] G ^(i?) for all x G /. Hence, i? is commutative by Lemma 2.2.1. 
(ii) It is given that F and G are generalized derivations of R such that [7 (^a;),a;] — 
[x,G{x)] G Z(i?). If G = 0 then [F{x),x] G Z(i?) for all x E I, (or if F = 0, then 
[x, G{x)] G ^ (-R)) and hence in both the cases by Lemma 2.2.1, we get the required 
result. Henceforth, we shall assume that g y^ 0 {or: d ^ 0). For any x G /, we have 
[F(x),x] - [x, G{x)] G Z{R). Linearizing the above expression, we get 
[F{x),y] + [ny),^]-[^,Giy)]-[y,G{x)]EZ{R). . (2.2.11) 
Replacing y by zy in (2.2.11) and using (2.2.11), we find that 
d{z)\y,x] + \d{z),x]y-g{z)\x,y] - \x,g{z)]y G Z{R). 
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Since 0 ^ d{z) € Z{R) and 0 ^ g{z) € Z{R), therefore 0 7^ . (^(2) + ^(z)) e Z(i?). 
Thus, we find that {d{z) + g{z))[y,x\ G Z(i?) and hence by Remark 1.4.1, we get 
[y,x] e Z{R) for all x,y G /. It follows that R is commutative, by Lemma 2.2.3 (a). 
{in) It is given that F and G are generalized derivations of R such that {F{x) ox) -
{x o G{x)) e Z{R). If F = 0, then {F{x) ox)e Z{R) for all x e /, (or if G = 0, then 
{xoG{x)) e Z{R) and hence in both the cases by Theorem 2.2.1, we get the required 
result. 
Henceforth, we shall assume that g y^ 0 {or d ^ 0). For any x e /, we have 
{F{x) o x) - (x o G{x)) 6 Z{R). Linearizing the last expression, we get 
(Fix) o y) + {F{y) o x) - (x o G{y)) - [y o G{x)) 6 Z{R). (2.2.12) 
Replace y by zy in (2.2.12) and use (2.2.12), to get 
d{z){yox) - [d{z),x]y~g{z){xoy) - [x,g{z)]ye Z{R). 
Since 0 ^ d{z) e Z{R) and 0 ^ g{z) e Z{R) and hence we find that d{z) - g{z) e 
Z{R). Thus, from above expression we find that {d{z) — g(z))(y o x) G Z{R) and by 
Remark 1.4.1, it follows that (yox) G Z{R) and hence R is commutative, by Lemma 
2.2.3 (6). • 
Proceeding on the same lines with necessary variations and takig G = F in 
Theorem 2.2.6(z), one can proved the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.2.1. Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose 
that R admits a right generalized derivation F with associated derivation d of R such 
that d{Z{R)) 7^  0. Further, if R satisfies the condition [F{x),F{y)] — [x,y] € Z{R) 
for all x,y 6 /, then R is commutative. 
Corollary 2.2.2. Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero left ideal of R. Suppose that 
R admits a right generalized derivation F with associated derivation d of R such that 
d{Z{R)) ^ 0. Further, suppose that R satisfies the condition F{x)F{y) ±xy e Z{R) 
for all x, y e I, then R is commutative. 
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Proof. If R satisfies F{x)F{tj) ± xy e Z{R) for all x,y e I, then it is also satisfies 
the property [F{x),F{y)] ± [x,y] e Z{R) and hence by Corollary 2.2.1, we get the 
required result. 
We conclude this section with the following example which shows that the above 
theorems are not true for arbitrary rings: 
Example 2.2.2. Let S be any ring and let i? = •( ( \ \a,b,ce S) and / = 
0 c 
^1 , , ^ „ , , 0, b \ 0 a - c 
beS} and d: R^ Rhy d 
' 0 c I \ 0 0 
. a b \ ( 0 —c 
andF-.R^RhjF 
\0 c J l o o 
0 -a + b-c\ 
Then i? is a ring under 
/ 
G : R ^ Rhy G 
0 c J \ 0 0 
usual operations, / is a nonzero left ideal of R, and it is easy to see that d and 
g are derivations of R and F and G are right generalized derivations of R, and 
d{Z{R)) y^ 0, g{Z{R)) j^ 0 such that satisfies the properties: (i) F(x) o x € Z{R), 
It) Fix) o F{y) - (x o y) € Z{R), (ttt) [F{x),F{y)] - F{[x,y]) e Z{R), 
iv) (Fix) o Fiy)) - F{x o y) e Z{R), [v) F{[x, y]) + [F[x), y] - [F{x), F{y)] e Z{R), 
'tn) F{xoy) - [x,y] e Z{R), ( H F{[x,y)) - {x o y) e Z[R), (vm) [F{x),F{y)] -
xoy)e Z{R), (ix) F{x)oF{y)-[x,y] e Z{R), (x) [F{x),G{y)] - [x,y] € Z{R), 
xi) [F{x),x] - [x,G{x)] e Z{R) and {xii) {F{x) o x) - {x o G{x)) e Z{R), for all 
x,y 1= /, but /?, is not commutative. 
2.3 Lie Ideals with Generalized (a./^)-Derivations 
The pioneer work of E. C. Posner initiated the study of commuting and central-
izing mapping. Jacobson in his book "structure in rings" has given a passing reference 
of (si,S2)-derivations which was later more commonly termed as (a, r)-derivations 
by some authors and (a,/3)-derivations by others Uke N. Argec, M. Ashraf, and J.C. 
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Chang to mention a few. Inspired by the definition of (a,/3)—derivation the notion 
of generaUzed (a, /?)—derivation has been defined by Ashraf et al. [5] as follows; 
Definition 2.3.1 (Generahzed {a, /?)—derivation). Let a and /3 be endomorphisms on 
R. An additive mapping F : R —> R is called a generalized (a, P) —derivation on R if 
there exists an (a, /9)—derivation d : R —> R such that F{xy) — F[x)a{y) +P{x)d{y) 
holds for all x,y E R. 
Remark 2.3.1. We shall call a generalized (a, /)-derivation as a generalized a-derivation, 
where / is the identity mapping on R. Similarly generahzed (/, /?)—derivation wiU be 
called as a generalized /3—derivation while generalized (/, /)—derivation as generahzed 
derivation on R. 
The following example demonstrates that the conctspt of generahzed (a, /?)-derivation 
is a generahzation of the concept of (a, /?)-derivation 
((a 
Example 2.3.1. Let S be any ring and R — < i 
d: R^ Rhyd 
P : R-^ Rhy p 
a b^ 
0 c ^ 
a b 
0 c 
Then, it is straightforward to check that F is a generalized (a,/?)—derivation associ-
ated with an (a,/?)—derivation d, but not an (a,/?)—derivation. 
Throughout the present section we shall use the following relations frequently 
without any specific mention: 
[xy, ^]a,/3 = 4y; ^]a,0 + b , P{z)]y = ^[y, 0!{z)] + [x, z]a,0; 
(x o {yz))a,(} = {x o y)a,pa{z) - p(y)[x, z]a,p ^ p{y){x o z)a,0 + [x, y]a,f}a(z); 
{{xy)oz)c,g = x{yoz)a^i3-[xJ{z)]y = {xoz)a,0 + x[y,a{z)], for all x,y,z E R. 
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We begin our discussion with the following results which will be used extensively 
to prove our theorems. 
Lemma 2.3.1 ([19, Lemma 4] ). If R is a prime ring and L a Lie ideal of R such 
that L 2 Z{R) and a,b e R such that aLb — {0}, then a = 0 orb — 0. 
Lemma 2.3.2 ([82, Lemma 2.6] ). Let R be a 2-torsion-free prime ring and L be 
a nonzero Lie ideal of R. If L is a commutative Lie ideal of R, then L C Z{R). 
Lemma 2.3.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and L be a nonzero Lie ideal 
ofR. ThenZ{L)CZ{R). 
Proof. Suppose that c E Z{L), then [c, v] = 0 for all v E L. Replacing v by [c, r] for 
all r e -R, we get [c, [c, r]] = 0, again replacing r by rs, we get [c, [c, r]s + r[c, s]] — 0 
for alls E R and hence 2[c, r][c, s] = 0 since R'lsa 2-torsion free, we get [c, r][c, s] — 0. 
Now, replacing s by sr, we get [c, r]/?[c, r] = 0 and hence c E Z{R). u 
In view of the above lemma, we immediate get the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.3.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and L be a Lie ideal of R. 
If a: R —> R be an automorphism on R such that 0 7^  c e Z{L), then a{c) E Z{R). 
The following lemma has its independent interest. It can be regards as a gener-
aUzation of result due to Asif et al [13]. 
Lemma 2,3.5. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic different from 2 and L be a 
nonzero square closed Lie ideal of R. If f is an additive mapping from R to R such 
that f is centralizing on L, then for all x E Lf) Z{R), f{x) E Z{R). 
Proof, We have / is centrahzing on L, that is [f{x),x] E Z{R) for all x E L. 
Linearizing the last expression, we get [f{x),y] + [f{y),x] E Z{R) for all x,y E L. 
Now if a; G Z{R), then [f{x),y] E Z{R). Replacing y by 2f{x)y and using the 
fact that char{R) ^ 2, we get f{x)[f{x),y] E Z{R) for all x E L. If [f{x),y] = 0, 
then f{x) E CR{L), the centralizer of L in R, and hence by Lemma 2.3.3, we get 
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f{x) e Z{R). On the other hand, if [!{x), ij] ^ 0, it again follows from Remark 1.4.1, 
that j{x) e Z{R). u 
Now, we are equipped well to prove our theorems: 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic different from two and L be 
a nonzero square closed Lie ideal of R and a, P are automorphisms of R. Suppose 
that R admits a generalized {a, (i) —derivation F with associated {a, (5) —derivation d 
such that {0} ^ d{Z{L)) C Z{R). Further, suppose that R satisfies either of the 
conditions: 
(i) [F(x),x]a,,i3 - [y, x]a,p e Z{R) for all x,y e L, or 
(ii) (F(.x) o x)a,0 - {y o x)a,p E Z{R) for all .x, y e L. 
Then L C ZiR). 
Proof, (i) Suppose on the contrary that L ^ Z{R). For any x,y E L, we have 
[F{x),x]a,0 — [y,^ ]a,/3 E Z{R). Linearizing the above expression, we find that 
[F{x),zl,p + [F{z),xU E Z{R). (2.3.1) 
For any, 0 7^  c € Z{L) replacing z by 2zc in (2.3.1) and using the fact that 
char{R) 7^  2, we get 
{[F{x), 2]«,^  + [F(2),x]„,^)a(c) + F{z)[a{c),a{x)] 
+P{z)[F{x), cl^B + /3{z)[d{c), xU + P{[^: ^Mc) e Z{R). 
Since a is an automorphism and 0 7^  c 6 Z{L) by Lemma 2.3.4, a{c) E Z{R). Thus, 
the above expression yields that 
Piz)[Fix),cU + P{zMc),xU^p + P{[z,x])dic) E Z{R), (2.3.2) 
that is, 
[Piz)[F{x),c],,^,r] + [Piz)[d{c),xU,r] + [P{[z.,x])d{c),r] = 0, for all r E R. 
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Again, replacing z by 2yz for any y 6 L in in the last expression and using the fact 
that char{R) ^ 2, we get 
P{yMz)[F{x),cU,r] + [f]{y)j]P{z)[F{x),cU 
+P{yMz)[d{c),xl^0,r] + [P{y),r](3{z)[d{c),xl,p 
+[P{y)f3{[z, x])d{c) + (3{[y, x]z)d{c),r] = 0. 
Now, replacing r by P{y) in the last expression, we get [(3([y,x]z)d{c),P{y)] — 0, that 
is 
[P{[y, x]z)d{c)J{y)] = 0 for all x, y, z £ L. (2.3.3) 
Since R is prime and 0 j^ d{c) 6 Z{L) C Z{R), we find that P{[[y,x\z,y]) = 0 
x,y,z 6 L, that is, [y,x][2,y] + [[j/,x],i/]2 = 0 for all x,y,z G L. Again, replacing 
z by 2zx and using char{R) ^ 2, we get [y,x]L\x,y\ = 0 for all x,w E L. Thus, by 
Lemma 2.3.1, we get [y,x] = 0 and hence by Lemma 2.3.2, we get L C Z{R), a 
contradiction. 
{ii) For any x,y E L, we have 
{F{x) o x)a,0 - {y 0 x)c,0 e Z{R). 
Linearizing the above expression, we find that 
iF{x) o z)a,0 + {F{z) o x)a,p e Z{R) for all X,ZEL. (2.3.4) 
For any 0 7^  c G Z{L), replacing z by 2zc in (2.3.4) and using the char(R) ^ 2, we 
get 
(F(x) o z)a,/3a(c) - ;5(z)[F(x), c]„,/3 + {F{z) o x)a,fja{c) 
+F{z)[a{c),aix)]+Piz){d{c)ox)^,0 - [Piz),/3{x)]dic) e Z{R). 
Now, apphcations of (2.3.4) and Lemma 2.3.4, yields that 
-P{z)[F{x),cl,0 + P{z){dic) ox)^,0 - Piiz^xMc) e Z{R). 
Again replacing z by 2yz in the last equation and using char{R) ^ 2, we get 
f3{y){-P{z)[F{x), cl,0 + m{d{c) o x),,^ - /5[z, x]d{c)} - P{[y, x]z)d{c) G Z{R). 
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Thus, in particular, we have 
[/?(y){-/?(z)[F(x), cU + I3{zmc) o x)^,p - f][z, x]rf(c)} - ,3([y, x]z)d{c)J{y)] = 0. 
This gives [P{[y,x]z)d{c),P{y)] = 0 for all x,y,z e L. The last expression is same as 
the equation (2.3.3), and the result follows. • 
Theorem 2.3.2. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic different from two and L 
a nonzero square closed Lie ideal of R and a, p are automorphisms of R. Suppose 
that R admits a generalized {a, (3)—derivation F with associated [a^(5)—derivation d 
such that {0} ^ d{Z{L)) C Z{R). Further, suppose that R satisfies either of the 
conditions: 
(i) [F{x), F{y)] e Z{R) for all x,y e L, or 
(ii) F{x) o F{y) € Z{R) for all x,y e L. 
Then L CZ{R.). 
Proof, (i) We have 
[Fix),Fiy)]eZ{R) {oraUx,yeL. (2.3.5) 
For any 0 j^ c E Z{L), replacing y by 2yc in (2.3.5) and using the fact that 
char{R) 7^  2, we get 
\F{x), F{y)]a{c) + F{y)[F{x),a{c)] + [F{x), /3(y)]d(c) - p{y)[F{x),d{c)] 6 Z{R). 
Since 0 7^  c € Z{L) and 0 7^  d{c)) € Z{R) and hence by Lemma 2.3.4, we find that 
[F{x),P{yMc)eZ{R). 
Again since d{c) G Z{R) and R is prime, we obtain 
\F{x)J{y)] 6 Z{R) for all x,y £ L. (2.3.G) 
Now replacing x by 2xc in (2.3.6) and using the fact that char{R) 7^  2, we get 
[F{x)a{c) + Pix)d{c),p{y)]eZ{R). 
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Thus, by Lemma 2.3.4, and d{c) e Z{R), we get [p{x),P{y)]d{c) E Z{R). Again, since 
R is prime and d(c) e Z{R), the above expression yields that 
Pi[x, y]) e Z{R) for all x, y G L. (2.3.7) 
Since (3 is an automorphism of R, we get [x,y] G Z{R) for all x,j/ G L. This 
impHes that [r, [x, y\\ = 0 for all r e R. Now, replacing y by 2yx in the above rela-
tion and using char{R) 4" 2, we get [a;,'i/][r,x-] = 0. Again, replace r by ry, to get 
[x-,y]/?[y,x] = {0} for all x,y e L and the primeness of R yields that [x,y] = Q for all 
x,y e L and hence by Lemma 2.3.2, we get L C Z(/?). 
(M) For any x,y e L we have 
F{x)oF{y)EZ{R). (2.3.8) 
For any c G Z{L) replacing y by 2yc in (2.3.8) and using char{R) 4 2k Lemma 
2.3.4, we get {F{x)o (5{y))d{c) G Z{R). According, to 0 ^^  d[c) G Z{R) and primness 
of /?, we get {F{x)oP{'y)) G Z{R). Again, replacing x by 2xc in the above expression, 
using char{R) 4 2 and Lemma 2.3.4 and d{c) G Z{R), we get P{x o y)d{c) G Z{R) 
for all x,y E L. Since i? is prime and 0 4 d{c) G Z{R), we get 
^(x o y) G 2:(/i:) for all x, y G L. (2.3.9) 
Since /3 is an automorphism of R, we get (xoy) G Z{R) for ah x,y e L. This imphes 
that [(x o y), r] = 0 for all r e R. Replacing y by 2yx and using char{R) 4 2, we find 
(xoy)[x,r] = 0. For any s G R, replace r by sr, to get {xoy)R[x,r] — {0}. Thus, for 
each X G L either (xoy) = 0 or [x, r] = 0. Let A = {x e L (xoy) = 0 for aU y G L}, 
B = {x G L I [x, r] = 0 for all r G /?}. Then A and B are additive subgroups of 
L whose union is L. But a group cannot be the union of its two proper subgroups 
and hence either (x o y) = 0 for all x.y e L or [x,r] = 0 for all x G L and r G R. If 
(x o y) = 0, then replace x by [x, r]x, to get [x, r][x, y] = 0 for all x, y G L and r G i?, 
again replacing r by rs, we get [x, s]R[x, y] = 0 for all x, y G L, s G fl and primness 
of R forces that either [x, s] = 0 or [x, y] = 0. If [x, s] = 0 for all x G L, s G i? then 
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L C Z{R). On the other hand, if [x,y] = 0 for all x,y e L then by Lemma 2.3.2, we 
obtain that LCZ{R). • 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let R he a prime ring of characteristic different from two and L be a 
nonzero square closed Lie ideal of R and a, /? are automorphisms of R. Suppose that R 
admits a generalized {a, P)—derivations F and G with associated {a, 13) —derivations 
d and g, respectively, such that {0} ^ d{Z{L)) C Z{R), {0} ^ g{Z{L)) C Z{R). 
Further, suppose that R satisfies any one of the following conditions: 
{i) {F{x), F{y)] - [G{x),yl,fs G Z{R) for all x,y e L, 
(u) F{x) o F{y) - {G{x) o t/),,^ G Z{R) for all x,y e L, 
{Hi) F{[x, y]) ~ G{[x, y]) e Z{R) for all x,y e L, 
(iv) F{x oy) - G{x oy) e Z{R) for all x,y £ L. 
IfG = 0 orgy^O, then L C Z{R). 
Proof, (z) For any x.y E L, we have 
[F{x), F{y)] - [G{x), y],,^ G Z{R). (2.3.10) 
If (7 = 0 then we ha,ve [F(.x), F{y)] 6 Z{R) for all x, y E L. For any c G Z{L) replacing 
y by 2yc in the last expression and using char{R) y^ 2, we get [F{x),P{y)]d{c) G Z{R). 
Since R is prime and according to, 0 ^ d{c) G Z{R), we get [F{x),P{y)] G Z{R) 
for all x,y G L. Again replacing x by 2xc, using char{R) 7^  2 and Lemma 2.3.4, 
and also d{c) € Z{R), we get f]{[x,y])d{c) G Z{R). Thus, by primeness of R and 
0 ^- d{c) G Z{R), we get 
P{[x,y]) eZ{R) for ^11 x.yeL. (2.3.11) 
Now, appUcation of similar arguments as used after (2.S.7) in Theorem 2.3.2, yields 
the required result. 
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Henceforth, we shall assume that g j^ 0, suppose on contrary that L ^ Z{E). Thus, 
for any c € Z{L) replacing y by 2yc in (2.3.10) and using the fact that char{R) ^ 2 
& Lemma 2.3.4, and 0 7^  d{c) G Z{R), we get 
[F{x), P{y)]d{c) - /3(y)[G(x), c],,^ € Z(i?). 
Again replacing y by 2wy in the last expression and using char{R) 7^  2, we get 
(3{w){[F{x),PiyMc) - P{y)[Gix),cU} + [F{x)j]{wMy)dic) € Z(R). 
Thus, in particular, we have 
[0{w){[F{x),P{yMc) - /3(y)[G(x),c]„,4 + [F{x)J{wMy)d{c),l3{w)] = 0. 
This gives 
[[F{x),P{w)]P{y)d{c),P{w)] = 0 for all x,y,w E L. (2.3.12) 
This can be rewritten as [[F(.x),/3(w)]/3(i/),/5(w;)](i(c) = 0. According to 
0 ^ d{c) e Z{R) and primeness of R, we get [[F{x),0{w)]p{y),(]{w)] = 0. That 
is 
[nx),f^{w)my),P{w)] + [[F{x),f]{w)]Jl{wmy) = 0. 
Again replacing y by 2ym in the last expression and using the fact that char{R) ^ 2, 
we get 
[F{x),P{w)]P{y)P[m,w] = 0 for all x,y,w,m e L, 
and hence P~^{[F{x),P{w)])L[m,w] = {0} for all x,m,w 6 L, and applying Lemma 
2.3.1 and the fact that [L, +) is not the union of its two proper subgroups show that 
either P''^{[F{x),P{w)]) = 0 or [m^w] = 0 for all m,vj e L. If [m,w] — 0 for all 
m, w 6 L, then L C Z[R) by Lemma 2.3.2, a contradiction. On the other hand, if 
\F{x),(5{w)] — 0 for all x,w & L. Replacing x by 2xc for any c £ Z(L) and using 
char{R) ^2k Lemma 2.3.4 and 0 y^ d{c) E Z{R), we get p{[x,w])d{c) = 0 for all 
x,w E L. Now, primeness of R and 0 / (i(c) € ^(/?) forces that P{[x,w]) = 0 and 
hence again by Lemma 2.3.2, L C Z{R), again a contradiction . 
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(ii) It is given that F and G are generalized (a, /?)—derivations on R associated with 
{a, /3)-derivations d and g respectively, such that F{x) o F{y) — {G{x) oy)a,i3 G Zi{R) 
for all x,y ^ L.liG — Q then we have F[x) o F{y) e Z{E) for all x,y E L. Now using 
the similar manner as Theorem 2.3.2 (ii), we get that L C Z[R). 
Therefore, we shall assume that g 7^  0, suppose on contrary that L ^  Z{R)^ we have 
F{x) o F{y) - {G{x) oy)e Z{R) for all x, y E L. (2.3.13) 
For any c 6 Z{L) replacing y by 2yc in (2.3.13) and using char{R) ^ 2 k Lemma 
2.3.4, and 0 ^  d{c) e Z{R), we get 
{F{x) o /3(y))d(c) + /3(y)[G'(x), 4 , ^ 6 Z{R) for all x, y e L. 
Again, replacing y by 2K;y in the last expression and using char{R) ^ 2, we get 
/?(u;){(F(a;) o/3(y))d(c) +/3(y)[G(x),c]«,;5} + \F{x),ii{w)\^{y)d{c) e Z{R). 
In particular, we have 
[/?(^){(F(.x) o /?(y))d(c) + /3(y)[G(x), 4 ,^} + [F(x), ,5(^)]/5(y)d(c), /3(.^ )] = 0. 
This gives 
[[F(x), /3(x/;)]/3(y)d(c), /5(i/;)] = 0 for all x, y, w e L. 
Note that the last relation is same as the relation (2.3.12). Hence, by similar argu-
ments we get the required result. 
{ill) For all x,y E L, we have 
Fi[x,y])-G{[x,y])eZ(R). (2.3.14) 
If (7 = 0 then we have F{[x,y]) G Z{R) for ah x,y e L. Replacing x by 2xc for 
any c G Z{L) in the last expression and using the fact that char{R) ^ 2, we get 
F\x,y\a{c) + /3[x,y]d(c) G Z{K). Now using F{\x,y\) G Z(i?) and Lemma 2.3.4, 
we get ff[x,y\d{c) G Z(i?). Now, primeness of R and 0 7^  (i(c) G Z(/?) forces that 
/3([x, y]) G ^(i?) for all x,y G L. Using the similar arguments as used in the proof 
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of Theorem 2.3.2 (i) after equation (2.3.7), we get L C Z{R). On the other hand, if 
F = 0 then we have G{[x, y]) G Z{R) for all x,y E L. Now the similar arguments as 
used in the last paragraph gives that L C Z{R). 
Therefore, we shall assume that d y^ 0 {ox g ^  0) Suppose on contrary that 
L ^ Z(R). Replacing y by 2yc for any c E Z{L) in (2.3.14) and using char{R) ^ 
2, we get /3([x, y])((i(c) - p(c)) G -^ (-R) for all x,y G L. Since R is prime and 
0 ^  ((i(c) -^(c)) G Z(i?), we get /?([x, y]) G Z{R^ for all;.[;, y G L. The last expression 
is same as the equation (2.3.7), and hence the result follows. 
iiv) For any x,y E L, we have 
F{xoy)-G{xoy)eZ{R). (2.3.15) 
If G = 0 then we have F{x o y) G Z{R) for all x,y e L. For any c G Z{L) replacing y 
by 2yc in the last equation and using the fact that char{R) ^ 2, we get F{xoy)a{c) + 
P(xoy)d{c) G Z{R). Now using F{xoy) G Z{R) & Lemma 2.3.4 and 0 y^ d{c) G Z{R), 
we get (5{xoy) G ^(^) for all x,y E L. Now apphcation of similar arguments as used 
after equation (2.3.9) yields the required result. On the other hand, if F = 0 then we 
have G{x oy) E Z{R) for all x,y E L. Thus, using similar approach as above we find 
that, L C Z{R). 
Henceforth, we shall assume that d^O (ov g ^ 0) suppose on contrary that L ^ Z{R). 
For any x,y E L we have 
F{xoy)-G{xoy)EZ{R). (2.3.16) 
For any c E Z{L), replacing y by 2yc and using char{R) ^ 2, we get /?(x o y){d{c) -
gic)) E Z{R). Since R is prime and 0 7^  (d(c) -g{c)) E Z{R), we get P{xoy) E Z{R) 
for all x,y E L and hence using similar arguments as used after (2.3.9), we get the 
required result. 
Chapter 3 
On Commutativity of *-Prime 
Rings with GeneraUzed Derivations 
3.1 Introduction 
An additive mapping x \-^ x* on a ring R satisfying {xy)* = y*x* and (:£*)* = x 
for all x,y G R, is called an involution on R. A left (resp. right, two sided) 
ideal I oi R is called a left (resp. right, two sided) *-ideal if /* = /. An ideal 
P of R. is caUed *-prime ideal if P{^ R) is a *-ideal and for *-ideals /, J of R, 
IJ C P imphes that I C P or J C P, An example: Let Z be the ring of inte-
gers. Let 7? = -^  ( \ \ a,b,ceZy We define a map * : R —> R as follows: 
= . It is easy to check that / = < ( | | 6 e Z > i s a 
\0 cj \0 a J [\0 Oj J 
*-ideal of R. Now we give an example of * - prime ideal: Let F be any field and 
R = F[x] be the polynomial ring over F. Let * : R —> R he a map defined by 
(/(x))* — f{-x) for all f{x) e R. Then it is easy to check that xR is a *-prime 
ideal of R. Note that an ideal / of R. may be not a *-ideal: Let Z be the ring of 
integers and i? = Z x Z. Consider a map * : R —> R defined by (a, 6)* = (a, 5) 
for all a,b e R. For an ideal I ^ Z x {0} oi R, I is not a *-ideal of R since 
/* = {0} X Z ^ /. A ring R. equipped with an involution * is said to be a *-prime 
ring if for any a,b e R, aRb = aRb* == {0} imphes a = 0 or 6 = 0. Obviously, 
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every prime ring equipped with involution * is *-prime. The converse need not be 
true in general. The following example due to L. Oukhtite [71] justifies the above 
statement. Let Rhe a prime ring, S = R x R° where R° is the opposite ring of R. 
Define involution * on 5 as {x,y)* — {y,x). Since {Q,x)S{x,0) = 0, it follows that S 
is not prime. Further, it can be easily seen that if {a,b)S{c,d) = {a,b)S{c,d)* = 0, 
then either (a, 6) = 0 or (c, d) = 0. Hence S is *—prime but not prime. The set of 
symmetric and skew-symmetric elements of a * - ring will be denoted by S'*(/?) i.e., 
S.{R) = {xeR\x*^ ±x}. 
Recently, a number of authors have studied commutativity of rings satisfying 
certain differential identities (see [4], [10], [16], [47] and [58], etc. where further refer-
ences can be found.) In section 3.2, we study the commutativity of a *-prime ring R 
Eidmitting generalized derivations F and G with associated derivations d and g satis-
fying any one of the following properties: (z) F{[x,y]) — (xoy), (ii) F{xoy) = [x,i/], 
{ill) [F(.x),?y] = (F(.x)oy), {^v) F([x,y]) = [F{x),y\. [v) F{x o y) - {F{x) o y), 
{vi) F{x)x = xG{x), (vii) F(x2) = ^2, (viii) [F{x),y] = [x,G{y)], (ix) F{[x.y]) = 
[F{x),y] + [d{y),x] and (x) F{x o y) = F{x) oy — d{y) o x for all x,y ^ I. 
In section 3.3, our objective is to extend some earlier results for square closed 
*-Lie ideals in *—prime rings involving generahzed (a, /3)—derivations such that a, /? 
are automorphisms of R which commutes with *. In fact, we shah show that a *—Lie 
ideal L is central if R admits a generalized (ct,/?)—derivations F and G with asso-
ciated (a,/?)—derivations d and g and satisfying any on(; of the following properties: 
(?:) F{[x,y]) = a{[x,y]), (li) F{[x,y]) = a{x o y), [in] F{x o y) = a{[x,y]), 
(iv) F{x o y) = Q(X O y), (v) F{xy) ± a{xy) = 0, {vi) d{x)F{y) = a{xy), 
{vii) [F{x),x]^^0 = 0, {via) F(x o y)^ _^ = 0, {ix) F{[x,y]) - [a{y),G{x)], 
{x) F{x o y) — {a{y) o G{x)) for all .T, y e L. 
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3.2 *-Ideals and Generalized Derivations 
Recently, many authors have studied the commutativity of *—prime rings with 
derivation satisfying certain polynomial conditions (see [45], [70]. [71], [76], and [78], 
etc ). Very recently S. Huang [45] and L. Oukhtite ( [71] k [76]) investigated the com-
mutativity of *-prime ring R admitting a derivation in some appropriate subset of 
R. Motivated by these results, in the present section, we shall investigate the commu-
tativity of *—prime rings admitting a generalized derivations F satisfying any one of 
the following conditions: {i) F{[x,y]) — (xoy), [ii) F{xoy) — [a;,y], [iii) [F{x),y] — 
(F(x) oy), [iv] F{[x,y]) = [F{x),y], (v) F{xoy) = (F(x-) oy), (m) F{x)x = xG{x), 
(vii) F{x^) = x^ {viii) [F{x),y] = [x,G{y)], {ix) F{[x,y]) = [F{x),y] + [d{y),x] and 
[x) F{x oy) = F{x) oy ~ d{y) o x for ah x,y E I. 
We begin with the following lemmas which are essential in developing the proof 
of our theorems. The proof of the following lemmas can be seen in [70], [73] and [71], 
respectively. 
Lemma 3.2.1 ([70, Lemma 3.1]). Let R be a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and I a 
nonzero *-ideal of R. If a,b ^ R such that alb = alb* -- 0, then a = 0 orb — 0. 
Lemma 3.2.2 ([73, Lemma 2.3] ). Let R be a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and I a 
nonzero *-ideal of R. If R admits a derivation d commutes with * such that d'^{I) = 0, 
then (i = 0. 
Lemma 3.2.3 ([71, Lemma 2.3]). Let R be a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and I a 
nonzero ^-ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero derivation d commutes with * such that 
[d{x),x] — 0 for all x E I, then R is commutative. 
We begin our discussion with the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and I a nonzero *-ideal of R. 
If R admits a nonzero derivation d which commutes with * such that [x,y]Id{x) = 0 
for all x,y G /, then R is commutative. 
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Proof. We have 
[x, y]Id{x) = 0 for all x, y e /. (3.2.1) 
Since / is a *-ideal and d commutes with *, for all a; G 7 fl 5'*(/?), thus by Lemma 
3.2.1, we have either [x, z] = 0 or d{x) = 0. Using the fact that x-x* e /fl£'*(/?) for 
ah X G /, we find that [x - x*, z] = 0 or d{x - x*) -= 0 for all z E I. If d{x - x*) = 0, 
then d{x) — {d{x))* and hence (3.2.1) gives that either [x,z] = 0 or d{x) = 0. On 
the other hand if [x - x*,z] = 0, then [x, z] = [x*, z] for all z e I. As / is *-ideal, it 
follows from (3.2.1) that [x,z]yd{x) = {[x,z])*yd{x) = 0 and hence by Lemma 3.2.1, 
we get either [x, z] = 0 or d{x) = 0. Now let yl = {x G 7 | [x, z] = 0 for all z € 7} 
and B = {x E I \ d{x) — 0}. Then A and B are both additive subgroups of 7 and 
AUB — I. But (7, +) is not union of its two proper subgroups, and hence it shows 
that either yl = 7 or i? = 7. If 7 ^ fi, then d[x) = 0 for ah x G 7. For any r G 7?, 
replace x by xr to get xd{r) = 0 and hence ld{r) = 0 for all r G 7?. In particular 
17(i(7?) = 0 = r7d(7?;. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.2.1 we get d = 0, a contradiction. If 7 = ^, then [x, y] = 0 for all 
X, y G 7. Replacing x by rx in the last expression, we get [rx, y] = [r, y]x = 0, for any 
r G 7? then [r, y]7 = 0. Therefore, 
[r,y]7^7=[r,y]7?7* = 0, 
hence [r,y] =^  0, for all r E R, and for any y G 7, we get 7 C Z{R). For any r,s E R 
we have rs{x) = r{sx) — sxr — sr{x) for all x G 7, so that [r,s]I = 0. Thus, 
*—primeness of R forces that [r,s] = 0, for ah s,r E R and hence 7? is commutative.! 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let Rbe a 2-torsion free *-prime ring with involution *, I a nonzero 
*-ideal of R. If R admits a generalized derivation F associated with a nonzero deriva-
tion d which commutes with * such that F{x) = 0 for all x E I, then R is commutative. 
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Proof. For any x G /, we have F{x) = 0. For any r E R replacing x by [x, r], we get 
F{x)r + xd{r) — F{r)x — rd{x) = 0 and hence by the hypothesis we find that 
xd{r) - F{r)x - rd{x) = 0. (3.2.2) 
Replace r by rx in (3.2.2) and use (3.2.2) to get [x,r]d{x) = 0 for all x € / , r € R. 
Again replacing r hy yr, we get 
[x,y]Rdix) = {0}ior all x, y e / . (3.2.3) 
For all X e / n S^{R), relation (3.2.3) yields that [x y]Rd{x) = 0 = [x,y]R{d{x)y. 
Since R is *-prime ring and hence we obtain either [x, y] = 0 or d{x) = 0. 
Now for any x e /, using the fact x - x* G / fl S'^{R), then [x - x*,y] = 0 or 
d{x - X*) = 0. If d{x - X*) = 0, then d{x) = d{x*) = {d{x))* and hence from 
(3.2.3), since I is *-ideal, either [x, yj = 0 or d{x) — 0. Suppose [x - x*,y] = 0 for 
all y e I. Since x + x* e / n S^{R), then d{x + x*) = 0 or [x + x*,y] = 0 for all 
y e / . If [x + x*,y] = 0, then 2[x,y] = 0 that is, [x,y] = 0. If d{x + x*) = 0, then 
d{x) = —{d{x))* again since / is *-ideal and by (3.2.3) we get either [x,y] = 0 or 
d{x) — 0. Consequently, for all x e /, either [x, y] — 0 or d{x) = 0. Now using 
similar arguments as used in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3.2.4, we get 
the required result. • 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and I be a nonzero ^-ideal 
of R. Suppose that R admits a generalized derivation F associated with a nonzero 
derivation d which commutes with * such that R satisfies any one of the following 
properties: 
(i) [F{x),y] ^ {F{x) o y) for all x,ye I, 
(a) F{{x,y]) = [F{x),y] for all x,ye I, 
{Hi) F{x o y) = (F(x) 0 y) for all x,y e I, 
(iv) F(x^) — x^ for all x e /, 
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{v) [d{x), F{y)] = [x,y] for all x,yel, 
(vi) F{[x, y]) = [F(.x), y] + [d{y), x] for all x, y e /, 
{vii) F{x oy) = F{x) oy - d{y) o x for all x,y E I. 
Then R is commutative. 
Proof, {i) We have 
[F{x), y] = (F(x) o y) for all x, ye I. (3.2.4) 
Replacing y by yx in (3.2.4) and using (3.2.4), we get y[F{x),x] = 0 for all x,y E I 
that is, I[F{x),x] = {0} and hence 
[F(x),x] = Ofor a l l x G / . (3.2.5) 
Linearizing (3.2.5), we get [F{x),y] + [F{y),x] = 0 for all x,y e I. Now, replacing y 
by yx we find that y[d{x),x] + [y, x]d{x) = 0. Again rt;placing y by zy and simplifying 
we arrive at [z, x]yd{x) — 0 for all x,y,z e I that is, 
[z,x]Id{x) = {0} for all x,zEl. (3.2.6) 
Hence, by Lemma 3.2.4, we get the required result. 
{ii) We have F{[x,y]) = [F{x),y] for all x E I- This can be rewritten as 
F{x)y + xd{y) - F{y)x - yd{x) = [F{x),y]. (3.2.7) 
Replacing y by yx in (3.2.7), we get [x,^j]d{x) = y[F{x),x] for all x,y e /. Again re-
placing y by zy, we find that [x, z]yd{x) = 0. The last expression is same as equation 
(3.2.6) and hence the result follows. 
{Hi) We have F{xoy) — {F{x) oy) for all x,y E I. This can be rewritten as 
F{x)y + xd{y) + F{y)x + yd{x) = {F{x) o y). (3.2.8) 
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Replacing y by yx in (3.2.8), we get {x o y)d{x) = —y[F{x),x] for all x,y E I. Again 
replace y by zy in the above expression, to get [x,z]yd{x) = 0 for all x,y,z e I and 
hence use the arguments as used in the last paragraph of {i), to get the required result. 
{iv) We have 
F{x'^) = x^ for all x € / . 
Replacing a; by x + y in the above relation, we get 
F{x^ + y^ + xy + yx^ = x'^ + y'^ + xy + yx for all x,y E I. (3.2.9) 
Using the given hypothesis in (3.2.9), we obtain F[xy — yx) — xy + yx for all x,y € / . 
This can be written as F{x oy) — (xoy) ~ 0 for all x, y € / . Replacing y by yx in the 
last equation and using it, we get {x o y)d{x) — 0, for all x,y E I. Again, replacing 
y by yz in this equation, we get [x,y]zd{x) = 0 and therefore, [x,y]Id{x) = 0, for all 
x, y E I. According to Lemma 3.2.4, R is commutative. 
(v) For any x, y 6 /, we have 
[d{x),F{y)]) = [x,y]. (3.2.10) 
Replacing y by yz in (3.2.10), we get 
F{y)[d{x),z] + y[d{x),d{z)] + [d{x),y]d{z) - y[x,z]. (3.2.11) 
Again, replace z by zd{x) in (3.2.11), to get 
y[d{x), z]d\x) + yz[d{x),d\x)] + [d{x), y]zd'^{x) = yz[x, d{x)]. (3.2.12) 
Now, replacing y by ty in (3.2.12), we obtain 
[d{x),t]yzd^{x) = 0 for all x, y, z, t E I. (3.2.13) 
Let X e / n S^{R). Since d commutes with *, (3.2.13) yields that 
{d{x),t]yld\x) = {0} = [d{x),t]yl{d\x)y for all y,tEl. 
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Thus by Lemma 3.2.1, either [d{x),t]y = 0 or (P{x) = 0. If [d{x),t]y = 0 for all 
y,t e I, then [d{x),t]I = 0 so that [cf(x),i] = 0 by Lemma 3.2.L Therefore, for each 
X e I n S^:R, we have [ci(x),i] = 0 or d'^{x) — 0 for all t E I. Now for any x E I, 
using the fact that x — x* e I Cl S,R and hence [d{x — x*),t] = 0 or d^(x — x*) = 0. 
If d^{x - x*) — 0, then ci^ (x) = {(P{x))* and hence by in view of Lemma 3.2.1 either 
[d(x), i] = 0 or d^{x) = 0. If d'^{x-x*) — 0 and using the fact that x+x* e iClS^, then 
[d{x+x*), i] = 0 or d'^{x+x*) = 0. If [d{x+x*),t] = 0, then 2[d{x),t] = 0. Since R is 2-
torsion free so that [d{x),t] = 0 for all i G 7. If d^{x+x*) = 0, then (f{x) = -(^^(x))* 
and hence again by Lemma 3.2.1 either [d{x), t] — 0 lor alH € / or d'^{x) — 0. Con-
sequently, for all a; € / we find that either [d{x),t] = 0 or d?{x) = 0. This means that 
I is the union of two its additive subgroups U — {x E I \ [d{x), t] = Q for all t E 1} 
and V — {x e I \ d^{x) = 0}. Since a group cannot be the union of its two proper 
subgroups and hence either I = U ox I =^V. \i I = V, then (P{x) = 0 for all x- 6 / 
and hence by Lemma 3.2.2, we get a contradiction. On the other hand, ii I — U, 
then [(f(a:),i] = 0 for all x,t £ I and in particular [(i(x),.x] = 0 for all x E I and hence 
by Lemma 3.2.3, R is commutative. 
{vi) For all x, y E I, we have 
F{[x,y])^[F{x),y] + [d{y),x]. (3.2.14) 
Eleplacing y by yx in (3.2.14) and using (3.2.14), we find that 
2[x,y]d{x) = y[F{x),x] + y[d{x),x] for ail x,yEl. (3.2.15) 
Now, replace y by yz in (3.2.15), to get 2[x,y]zd{x) — 0 for all x, y, 2 E I. Since R 
is 2-torsion free, we get [x,y]zd{x) = 0 for all x,y,z E J. Thus, result follows from 
Lemma 3.2.4. 
{vii) We have 
F{x oy) = F{x) oy- d{y) o x for all x,yEl. (3.2.1G) 
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Replacing y by yx in (3.2.16) and using (3.2.16), we find that 
{x o y)d{x) = -y[F{x),x\ - y{d{x) o x) + [y, x\d{x). (3.2.17) 
Replace y by zy in (3.2.17) and use (3.2.17), to get 2[x, z]yd{x) = 0 for all x, y, z 6 /. 
Since R is 2-torsion free , we get [x, z]yd{x) = 0 for all x,y,z £ I. Hence, we get the 
required result by Lemma 3.2.4. • 
Remark 3.2.1. The proof of the following result runs parallel as that of the above 
theorem. Therefore, we skip the details of the proof just to avoid repetition. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let R he a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and I he a nonzero *-ideal 
of R. Suppose that R admits a generalized derivation F associated with a nonzero 
derivation d which commutes with * such that R satisfies any one of the following 
properties: 
(i) [F{x),y] + {F{x) o y) = 0 for all x,yel, 
[a) F{[x,y]) + [F{x),y] = 0 for all x,yel, 
(Hi) F{x o y) + {F{x) o y) = 0 for all x,y e I, 
[iv) F{x'^) + x^  = 0 for all xel, 
{v) {d{x), F{y)] + [x, y] = 0 for all x, y G /. 
Then R. is commutative. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free ^-prime ring and I he a nonzero *-ideal 
of R. Suppose R admits a pair of generalized derivations F and G associated with 
derivation d and nonzero derivation g respectively such that d and g commute with * 
and R satisfies any one of the following conditions: 
(i) F{x)x — xG[x) for all x,y e I, 
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{a) F{x)x + xG{x) = 0 for all x,ye I, 
(m) [F{x),y] = [x, G{y)] for all xEl, 
{iv) [F{x),y] + [x, Giy)] = 0 for all xel. 
Then R is commutative. 
Proof, (i) By hypothesis, we have 
F{x)x =: xG{x) for all x G /. 
On hnearizing the above relation we find that 
F{x)y + F{y)x = xG[y) + yG{x) for all x, y e /. (3.2.18) 
Replace x by xy in (3.2.18), to get 
F{x)y^ + xd{y)y + F{y)xy = xyG{y) + yG{x)y + yxg{y). (3.2.19) 
Right multipUcation by y to the relation (3.2.18) yields that 
F{x)%f + F{y)xy = xG{y)y + yG{x)y for all x,y e L (3.2.20) 
Combining (3.2.19) and (3.2.20), we obtain 
xd{y)y = yxg{y) + x[y, G{y)] for all x, y G /. (3.2.21) 
Now, replacing x by zx in (3.2.21), we get 
zxd{y)y = yzxg{y) + zx[y, G{y)] for all x, y, z £ /. (3.2.22) 
Left multiplying to (3.2.21) by z, we arrive at 
zxd{y)y - z]jxg{y) + zx[y, G(y)] for all x, y, 2 G /. (3.2.23) 
From (3.2.22) and (3.2.23), we get [y,z\xg{y) = 0 and by Lemma 3.2.4, we get the 
required result. 
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(ii) If F{x)x + xG{x) — 0 for all x E I, then using the same techniques as used above 
with necessary variations we get the required result. This completes the proof of our 
theorem. 
{in) We have 
[F{x),y] = [x, G{y)] for all x,y e I. 
Replacing y by yx in the above expression, we obtain 
y[F{x),x]^[x,y]g{x) + y[x,g{x)] for all x/y G/. (3.2.24) 
Again replace y by zy in (3.2.24), to get [x, z]yg{x) = 0 for all x,y,z e I. Hence, we 
get the required result by Lemma 3.2.4. 
{iv) Further, if [F{x),y] + [x, G{y)] = 0 for all x,y E I, then using the same techniques 
as used above with necessary variations, we get the required result. • 
Following is an immediate corollary of the above theorem. 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and I be a nonzero *-ideal 
of R. Let d and g be derivations of R such that at least one of them is nonzero and 
commutes with *. If d[x)x = xg{x) for all x E. I, then R is commutative. 
Proceeding on the same lines with necessary variations and taking G = F or 
G = —F in Theorem 3.2.4 (i) k {ii), we get the following: 
Corollary 3.2.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and I be a nonzero *-ideal 
of R. Suppose that R admits a generalized derivation F with associated nonzero 
derivation d which commutes with * such that [F{x),x] — 0 for all x E I or if 
F{x) o X = 0 for all x E I. Then R is commutative. 
Proceeding on the same lines with necessary variations and taking G — F oi 
G — -F in Theorem 3.2.4 {Hi) k {iv)., one can prove the following result. 
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Corollary 3.2.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and I be a nonzero *-ideal 
of R. Suppose that R admits a generalized derivation F with associated nonzero 
derivation d which commutes with * such that 
{i) [F{x),y] = [x,F{y)]forallxeI, 
(ii) [F{x),y] + [x, F{y)] = 0, for all xEl. 
Then R is commutative. 
The following example shows that the above theorems are not true for arbitrary 
rings. 
Example 3.2.1. Let S be any ring and let R = 
/ 
" o , ^ 
0 0 
beS). Define * : fi ^ 7? by 
/ 
6 R. and d : R -^ Rhy d 
a b \ 
V 
a b 
0 0 
/ 
\' V 
for all 
0 -b 
0 0 
and F : i? ^ i? by 
a 0 
0 0 
Then /? is a ring under usual operations, / is a *-ideal, 
/ 
and it is easy to see that d is a derivation of R and i^  is a generalized derivation of 
R, and d is commutes with * such that satisfying any one of the following proper-
ties: (0 [d{x),F{y)] = [x,y], [it] [F{x),y] = (F(x) o y), [lii) F{[x,y]) = [F{x),y], 
(iv) F{x o y) = {F{x) o y), (v) Fix") = x\ {vi) F{[x,y]) - \F{x),y] + \d{y),x\ and 
{vii) F{xoy) = F{x) oy — d{y) ox for all x,y E I, but R is not commutative. Hence, 
in Theorem 3.2.2 and Theorem 3.2.3, the hypothesis of primeness cannot be omitted. 
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3.3 *—Lie ideals and Generalized (a, /5)—derivations 
There exist various results concerning the relationship between the cornmutativ-
ity of a ring and the existence of certain specific types of derivation of R. In [16], Daif 
and Bell established that a prime ring must be commutative if it admits a derivation 
d such that d{[x,y]) = [x,y] for aU x,y in a nonzero ideal of R. Further, Rehman 
[82], estabhshed that the above result due to Daif and Bell is still true for generalized 
derivation in the setting of prime rings. In the present section, we shall obtain similar 
results for *-Lie ideals and *-prime rings. 
A Lie ideal is said to be a *-Lie ideal if L* = L. If L is a x-Lie ideal of R, then L 
is called a square closed Lie *-Lie ideal of R if x^  6 L for all x e L. If L is a Lie ideal 
of R such that x^ E L for all x E L, then 2xy E L for all x,y E L. For all x,y E L 
[xy + yx) — {x + yY - x? — y^  E L, on the other hand, xy — yx E L, then we get 
2xy E L for all x,y E L, r E R. 
We begin with some known results which will be used extensively in the sequel 
to prove our theorems. 
Lemma 3.3.1 ([75, Lemma 4]). Let R be a 2-torsion free *-prime ring and L a 
nonzero t-Lie ideal of R. If a,b E R such that aLb = aLb* -- 0, then a — 0 or b = 0. 
Lemma 3.3.2 ([74, Lemma 2.3]). Let 0 --/= L be a *-Lie ideal of a 2—torsion free 
*-prime ring R. If [L, L] = 0, then L C Z{R). 
Lemma 3.3.3 ( [74, Lemma 2.3]). Let L he a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free *-prime 
ring R and d[^ 0) he derivation of R which commutes with *. If d{L) C Z{R), then 
LCZ{R). 
Lemma 3.3.4 ([74, Lemma 2.5]). Let d ^ 0 he derivation of a 2-torsion free 
*—prime ring R which commutes with *. Let L ^ Z{R) he a *-Lie ideal of R. If 
t E R satisfies id{L) =^  0 or d{L)t = 0 then t = 0. 
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Now, we prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 3,3.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free *—prime ring, a and P are automorphisms 
of R which commute with * and F : R —> R be a generalized {a, P)-derivation with 
associated non zero {a, P)-derivation d which commutes with *. Suppose that L be a 
square closed *-Lie ideal of R such that any one of the following properties holds: 
(0 P{\^, y]) = a([-T^ , y]) for all x,yeL, 
{ii) F{[x, y\) = ot{x o y) for all x,y e L, 
(m) F{x o y) = a{[x, y]) for all x,y e L, 
(iv) F[x oy) = a{x o y) for all x, y € L. 
IfF^O ord^O, thenLCZ{R). 
Proof, (i) We have F{[x, y]) = a{[x, y]) for all x,y e L.If F = 0, then a{[x, y]) = 0 
for all x,y e L. Thus, [x,y] = 0 for all x,y E L and hence by Lemma 3.3.2, L C Z{R). 
Henceforth, we shall eissume that dy^O. We have 
F[x, y] = a[x, y] for all x,y E L. (3.3.1) 
This can be rewritten as 
F{x)a{y) + P{x)d{y) - F{v)a{x) - p{y)d{x) = a[x, y]. (3.3.2) 
Replacing x by 2[x, r\y in (3.3.2) and using (3.3.2), the fact that /? is a 2-torsion free, 
we get 
P[x,r]P{y)d{y) - P{y)P\x,r]d{y) = 0 for all x,y E L, r E R. (3.3.3) 
That is, /3([[rc, r],y\)d{y) = 0. Now replacing r by xr in the last equation we get 
p{[xM[^,r])d{y)^0. 
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Again, replacing r by a;r, we get 
[x, y]L[x, R](3~\d{y)) = 0 for all x, y 6 L. (3.3.4) 
If y e S^R) n L, then [.7;,y]L[.T,/?]/?-!^y)) = ([.r, ?/])*L[.r,/?]/5-i(%)). Thus for 
some y G £'*(i?) fl L either [a;,y] = 0 or [x,i?]/?~-'(o?(y)) = 0 according to Lemma 
3.3.1. But for myyeL,y-y*e S^{R) nL,y + y* e S^{R) n L. Therefore, for some 
y E L either [,T, y - y*] = 0 or [x, R](3~^[d{y - y*)) = 0. If [.x, y - y*] = 0 then from 
equation (3.3.4) we obtain that [x,y\L[x,R]l5-\d{y)) = {[x,y\)*L\x,R](5-^{d{y)) for 
all y e L hence either [2;,?/] = 0 or [x, R]P~^(d{y)) = 0. Since i, /3 commute with 
* so if [x, R]f]-\d{y - y*)) = 0 then by equation (3.3.4) we have [.x, R]p-\d{y)) = 
[x,R]P~'^{d(y)y, this gives us either [x,y] = 0 or [x,R]P'''^{d{y)) = 0. In conclusion, 
for any y e L, we have either [x,y] = 0 or [x,R]P^^{d{y)) — 0. Let A = {y e L \ 
[x,y] = 0} and B = {y e L \ [x, R]l3-'^{d{y)) = 0}. Then A, B are both additive 
subgroups of L and L = AU B. But a group can not be a union of its two proper 
subgroups and hence either L — A or L = B. If L = A then [x,y] — 0 for all 
x, y E L and hence by Lemma 3.3.2 L C Z{R). On the other hand ii L — B then 
[x,R]/3~^{d{y)) = 0 for all x,y E L. Replacing x by 2yx in the last equation and 
using the fact that i? is a 2-torsion free, we get 
[y, R]Lp-\d{y)) = Ofor all y E L (3.3.5) 
Let y E £'*(/?) n L, since L is a *—Lie ideal and d commutes with * then equation 
(3.3,5) yields that [y,R]Lp-\diy)) = {{y,R]yLp-\d{y)). For some y E S^iR) n L, 
since fS is an automorphism, either [y,i?] = 0 or d{y) = 0. But for any y E L, 
y-y* E S^(R)nL,y + y* E S,(R) D L. Then for any y E L either [y - y*, R]-=OOT 
d{y - y*) = 0. If [y - y*, R] = 0, then equation (3.3.5) yields that [y, R]LP'\d{y)) -
{[y,R]yLp-\d{y)) = 0 for all y € L and hence either \y,R] = 0 or d{y) = 0. 
On the other hand if d{y — y*) = 0 then again by equation (3.3.5) we obtain that 
[y, R\Lp-\d{y)) = [y, R]LP'\d{y))* - 0 for all y E L. This gives us either [y, R] = 0 
or d{y) = 0. Again let Ai = {y E L \ [y, R] = 0], B^ ^ {y E L \ d{y) = 0}. Then 
Ai, Bi are both additive subgroups of L and 4^1 U 5i = I . By Brauer's trick either 
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Ai = L or Bi = L, if Ai = L then [y, R] = 0 for all y e L and hence L C Z{R). On 
the other hand ii Bi = L then d(y) = 0 for all y G L and hence using Lemma 3.3.3 
to get L C Z[R). Thus, in every cases we obtain that L C Z{R). 
{ii) We have F{[x,y]) = a(x o y) for all x,y G L. If F = 0, then a{x o y) = 0 for 
all x,y e L. Thus (x o y) = 0 for all x,y E L. Replacing x by 2[x, r]x and using the 
fact that R is a 2-torsion free, we get [x, r][x, y] = 0 for all x. y € L. For any s E R 
replacing r by sr we get 
[x, R]R[x, y] = 0 for all x,y e L. (3.3.6) 
For any x E S^{R) f] L, this yields that [x,R]R[x,y] = {[x,R]yR[x,y]. Thus either 
[x, R] = 0 or [x,y] = 0, for some x E iS*(i?)nL. But for any x E L, x — x* E S^{R)nL, 
x + x* E S^{R) n L. Therefore, for some x E L either [x — x*,R] = 0 or [x -x*,y] = 0 
that is either [x,R] = {[x,R]y or [x,y] — {[x,y])*. If \x,R] = ([a;,/?])* then from 
equation (3.3.6), we have [x, R\R\x, y] — {[x, R])*R[x, y] for all x,y E L. Thus, either 
[x, R] — Oov [x, y] = 0. On the other hand if [x, y] = ([x, y])* then again from equation 
(3.3.6) we get [x, /?] = 0 or [x, y] = 0 for all x,y E L. Let A^{xE L\ [x, R] = 0} , 
B = ]x E L\[x,y] = 0}. Then it can be seen that A and B are two additive subgroup 
of L whose union is L. Using Brauer's trick we have either A = L oi B = L. If 4^ = L 
then [x, R] — 0 for all x E L, that is L C Z{R) and ii B - L then [x, y] = 0 for all 
x,y E L and hence by Lemma 3.3.2, L C Z(R). Hence in any case we obtain that 
L C Z{R). 
Therefore, we shall assume that d^O. We have 
F{[x,y]) ~ a{xoy) for all x, y G L. (3.3.7) 
This can be rewritten as 
F{x)a{y) + P{x)d{y) - F{y)a{x) - I5{y)d{x) = a(x o y). (3.3.8) 
Replacing x by 2[x, r]y in (3.3.8) and using (3.3.8), the fact that /? is a 2-torsion free, 
we get 
j3{[[x,rly\)d{y) = 0 for all x,y E L, r E R. (3.3.9) 
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Now application the similar technique which used in the proof of the last part after 
(3.3.3). to get the required result. 
(iii) For any x,y e L, we have 
F{xoy)^a{[x,y]). (3.3.10) 
If F = 0, then we have a{[x,y]) — 0 for all x,y E L, that is [.r,y] = 0 for all x,y E L 
and hence L C Z{R) by Lemma 3.3.2. 
Therefore, we shall assume that d 7^  0. Equation (3.3.10) can be rewritten as 
F{x)a{y) + P{x)d{y) + F{y)a{x) + P{y)d{x) = a[x, y] for all x,y e L. 
Replacing x by 2[x,r]y in the last equation and using the fact that R is a 2-torsion 
free, we get P{[x, r]y + y[x, r])d{y) = 0, that is 
P{[x, r] o y)d{y) = 0 for aU x,y e L, re R. (3.3.11) 
Now replacing r by rx in (3.3.11) and using (3.3.11), we get 3{[x, y][x, r])d{y) — 0 for 
all X, y e L, r e R. Again replacing r by xr in the last equation, we get 
[x, y]L[x, R]p-\d{y)) = 0 for all x,y e L. (3.3.12) 
Apphcation of similar arguments as the proof of (i) after equation (3.3.4), yields that 
L C Z{R). 
{iv) We have F{x o y) = a{x o y) for all x,y E L. li F = 0, then a{x o y) = 0, that 
is {x o y) ~ 0 for all a;, y £ L. Using the similar argument which used in the first 
paragraph of part (ii), we get that L C Z{R). 
Henceforth, we shaU assume that d^Q. Then we have 
F{x o y) — a[x o y) for all x,y E L. (3.3.13) 
This can be rewritten as 
F{x)a{y) + Md{y) + F{y)oc{x) + (5[y)d{x) - a(x o y). (3.3.14) 
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Replacing x by 2[x,r]tj in (3.3.14) and using (3.3.14), the fact that /? is a 2-torsion 
free, we get 
P{[x, r] o y)d{y) = 0 for all x,y E L, re R. (3.3.15) 
Now application the same technique which used in the part (iii) after equation 
(3.3.11), we get L C Z{R). u 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free *—prime ring, a and P are automorphisms 
of R which commute with * and F : R —> R be a generalized {a, P)—derivation with 
associated nan zero (a, P)-derivation d which commutes with *. If L is a square closed 
*-Lie ideal of R such that either 
(i) F{xy) ± OL[xy) = 0 for all x,y G L, or 
[a) d{x)F{y) — ±a{xy) for all x,y E L, 
thenLCZ[R). 
Proof, (i) We have F{xy) ± Oi{xy) = 0 for all x, y E L. This can be rewritten as 
F{x)a{y) + P{x)d{y) ± a{x)a{y) = 0. (3.3.16) 
Replacing x by 2[x, r]y in (3.3.16) and using (3.3.16), the fact that R'ls a 2-torsion 
free, we get 
P{[x,r])P{y)d{y) = 0 for all x,yELandrER. (3.3.17) 
Replacing r by rs for some s E Rin (3.3.17) and using (3.3.17), we get 
P{[x,R])RP{y)d{L) = 0 for all x,y G L. (3.3.18) 
For all x E S,{R) n L (3.3.18), yields that P{{x,R]) = 0 or P{y)d{L) = 0 that is 
[x, i?] = 0 or P{y)d{L) = 0 according to *-primeness of R. For any x € L the fact 
that x-x* E S,{R) n L and X + X* G S,{R) n L yields that 2x E S.{R) n L. Thus 
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for a fixed x e L, either P[2x, /?] = 0 or 2(5{y)d{L) = 0. As i? is a 2-torsion free 
we have , either (5[x, /?] = 0 or (3{y)d{L) = 0. Let [/ = {x € L | /3[x, R] = 0} and 
y — {x e L I P{y)d{L) = 0}. Then f/, V are both additive subgroups of L and 
t/ U K = L. By Brauer's trick, either U ^ L or V = L. li U = L, then L C Z{R). 
On the other hand, iiV^L, then using Lemma 3.3.4, we obtain that L C Z{R) or 
(5{L) ~ 0. Thus, in every case we obtain that L C Z{R). 
{a) We are given that d{x)F{y) = ±a{xy) for aU x,y e L. For any r E R replacing 
y by 2[y, r]y in the last expression and using it, the fact that i? is a 2-torsion free, we 
get 
dix)P[y,r]d{y) = 0. (3.3.19) 
Using Lemma 3.3.4, we get f3{[y,r])d{y) - 0 for all y e L and r E R. Replacing r by 
rs for some s E R, we get 
f3{[y,R])Rd{y) = 0ior all y E L. (3.3.20) 
If y E S^{R,) n L, then either P{[y, R]) = 0 or d{y) ^ 0. For any y E L, the fact 
that y-y* E S^{R) n L yields that either P[y -y*,R]^Oor d{y - y*) = 0. That 
is either P[y, R] = {(][y, R])* or d{y) = (diy))*. If /?([y, i?]) = (/?([y, R]))* then from 
(3.3.20), we have P{[y,R])Rd{y) = (/3([y, it']))*i?d(y) = 0 for all y E L. Thus, either 
P{[y, R]) = 0 or d{y) = 0. Now if d{y) = {d{y))*, then again equation (3.3.20), yields 
that [y, R] — 0 or d{y) = 0. In both cases, by using Brauer's trick and since that 
d 7^  0, we conclude that L C Z{R). u 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free *—prime ring, a, (5 are automorphisms 
of R which commute with * and F : R —> R be a generalized {a, P) —derivation with 
associated non zero (a, P)-derivation d which commutes with *. If L is a square closed 
*-Lie ideal of R such that either 
(i) [F{x),x]c,i3 = 0 for all x E L, or 
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(M) {F{X) O x)a,j3 — 0 for all x,y E L, 
then L C Z{R). 
Prool\ {i) We have 
[F(x),x]„,^ = 0 for a l l x € L . (3.3.21) 
Linearizing (3.3.21) and using (3.3.21), we get 
[F(x),yU + [F(y),x]„,^ = 0. 
Replacing y by 2yx in the lase expression and using the fact that R is a. 2-torsion 
free, we get I3{y)[d{x),x]a,f) + [P{y),l3{x)]d{x) = 0 for all x,y e L. Again replacing y 
by 2zy in the last equation and using the fact that i? is a 2-torsion free, we get 
P[z,x]Ld{x) = 0 for all x,ze L. (3.3.22) 
If X e S^{R) n L, then by Lemma 3.3.1 either P{[z,x]) = 0 or d{x) = 0. For any 
x-x* e S^{R)nL, thus from equation (3.3.22) either P{[z, x-x*]) = 0 or d{x-x*) = 0 
that is either P{[z,x]) = {p[z,x]y or d{x) = ((i(x))*. If P{[z,x]) = {P[z,x])* then 
from (3.3.22), we have f3[z,x]Ld{x) = {(][z,x]YLd{x) = 0 for all x e L. Thus, either 
P{[z,x]) == 0 or d(x) = 0. Now if d{x) ^ {d{x))*, then from equation (3.3.22) we 
have l3[z,x]Ld{x) = P[z,x]L{d{x))* = 0. Thus again we have either P[z,x] = 0 or 
d{x) := 0. Let ^ = {a; e L I [z,x] = 0} and 5 = {x G L | d{L) = 0}. Then it can be 
seen that A and B are two additive subgroups of L whose union is L. Using Brauer's 
trick we have either A — L or B = L. If A = L then [z,x] — 0 for all z,x e L 
and hence by Lemma 3.3.2, L C Z{R). On the other hand, if 5 = L then we have 
d{L) — 0 and hence Lemma 3.3.3, yields that L C Z{R). 
{ii) For any x e L we have 
(F(x) o xU = 0. (3.3.23) 
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Linearizing (3.3.23) and using (3.3.23), we get 
(F(x) o y)„,^ + (F(y) o x),,^ = 0. 
Replacing y by 2yx in the last equation and using the fact that i? is a 2-torsion free, 
we get P{y){d{x) o x)a,i3 - P[y,x]d{x) = 0. Again replacing y by 2zy and using the 
fact that i? is a 2-torsion free, we get 
P[z,x]p{y)d{x)^0 for all ZEL 
I.e. 
P[z, x] Ld{x) = 0 for all .x, z G L. (3.3.24) 
Hence, proceeding on the same way as above after equation (3.3.22), we obtain that 
L C Z(/?,). • 
The following example demonstrates that the hypothesis of *-prime in above 
theorems is crucial. 
Example 3.3.1. Let Z be the ring of integers. Set R = 
a 0 
IV" V 
and L = 
0 b 
0 0 
b E Z\. We define the following maps: 
/ . 
V 
-'] 
a j 
. F I"'] 
^ 0 c) 
a 2b 
[o o) 
. d 
a b 
0 c V" » / 
a, 6, c € Z 
a b 
. Then it is 
easy to see that L is a square closed *-Lie ideal of R with an involution * and F is a 
generalized (1, l)-derivation associated with a nonzero (1,1) -derivation d commuting 
with *. On the other hand, if we set a = , then aRa — 0 and aRa* — 0; 
v " " / 
proving that R is not *-prime. Moreover, it is straightforward to check that F satisfies 
all the requirements of Theorems 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. However, L % Z{R). 
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Theorem 3.3.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free *—prime ring, a and /3 be automor-
phisms of R which commute with *. Suppose that F : R —> R is a generalized 
(a, P) — derivation with associated non zero (a, P)-derivation d which commutes with 
* and G : R —» R is a generalized {a, P}—derivation with associated (a, P)-derivation 
g. Suppose that L be a square closed *-Lie ideal of R such that any one of the following 
properties holds: 
{i) F{[x, y]) = [a{y), G{x)] for all x,y e L, or 
[a) F{x o y) = {(y{y) o G{x)) for all x,y e L. 
IfG--0 ordy^O, then L C Z{R). 
Proof, (i) It is given that F and G are generalized (a, /?)-derivations of R such that 
F{[x,y]) = [a{y),G{x)]. If G = 0, then F{[x,y]) = 0 for all x,y e L. Replacing 
y by 2yx and using the above relation, the fact that R is a 2-torsioD free, we get 
P{[x,y])d{x) = 0 for all x,y & L. Again, replacing y by 2zy and using the last 
relation, the fact that Ris a 2-torsion free, we get P{[x, z\)P{y)d{x) = 0, that is 
/3([.x, z])Ld{x) = 0 for all x,zeL. (3.3.25) 
Now application similar argument as used after equation (3.3.22), to get that 
L C Z{R). 
Henceforth, we shall assume that d y^O. For any x,y E L, we have 
F{[^,y]) = Hy),G{x)]. (3.3.26) 
Replacing y by 2yx in (3.3.26) and using (3.3.26), the fact that Ris a 2-torsion free, 
we get P{[x,y])d{x) = a{y)[a{x),G{x)] for all x,y E L. Again replace y by 2zy and 
using the fact that i? is a 2-torsion free, to get P{[x, z])d{y)d{x) = 0, for all x,z E L. 
Now, application of similar arguments as used after ecjuation (3.3.22) yields the re-
quired result. 
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{ii) For any x,y £ L, we have 
Fixoy) = {a{y)oG{x)). (3.3.27) 
If G = 0, then 
F{x o y) = 0 for all x, y e L. (3.3.28) 
Replacing x by 2[x, r]y in (3.3.28) and using (3.3.28), the fact that i? is a 2-torsion free, 
we get F{{[x,r]oy)y) = 0 for allx,y G L that is F{[x,r]oy)a{y)+P{[x,r\oy)d{y) — 0, 
using (3.3.28), we get 
P{[x, r] o y)d{y) = Ofor all x, y E L, r e R. 
Using the similar arguments as after equation (3.3.11), we g(;t the required result. 
Therefore, we shall assume that d ^ 0. Replacing y by 2yx in (3.3.27) and using 
(3.3.27), the fact that R is a 2-torsion free, we get f3{x o y)d{x) = a{y)[a{x),G{x)] 
for aU x,y e L. Again replacing y by 2zy, and using the fact that R is a, 2-torsion 
free, vre find that l3{[x,z])P{y)d{x) = 0, and hence [x,z]LP"^{d{x)) = {0}. Now an 
application of similar arguments as used after (3.3.22), in the proof of Theorem 3.3.4, 
yields that L C Z{R). 
Chapter 4 
Morita Context and Generalized 
a,/?)—Derivation in Prime Rings 
4.1 Introduction 
A classical problem in ring theory is to study and generalize conditions under 
which a ring is forced to becomes commutative. Stimulated from Jacobson's famous 
result, several techniques are developed to achieve this goal, For instance, generaliz-
ing Herstein's conditions, using restrictions on polynomials, introducing derivations 
and generalized derivations on rings, looking special properties for rings, etc. We can 
also cichieve this goal by comparing two rings and impose conditions on them. Here 
we present an alternate treatment of the theory in which we involve a pair of rings. 
If one of the ring is commutative, in compatible way, the other ring will also become 
commutative. In order to explore these ideas Morita theory is found to be a suitable 
tool. 
A study of Morita theory of equivalence and duality was introduced by K. Morita 
himself in 1958 in a long article [65]. After that, this work was developed by many 
authors. Now there is an abundance amount of literature on Morita theory, its gen-
eralizations, extensions and applications in many fields, including theoretical physics. 
About the physical applications of Morita theory see detailed references in [?] and [86]. 
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Let us assume that rings R and S are ingredients of a Morita context (see Defi-
nition (4.2.1)). It is observed in [67] that if a Morita context is semi-projective, in the 
sense that the Morita map on S is epic, and if R is commutative and S is reduced, 
then S becomes commutative. In section 4.2, we weaken the condition on the ring 
R and iassume that if one of the ring is prime with the generalized (a, /?)-derivation 
that satisfy certain conditions on the trace ideal of the ring, and the other ring is 
reduced, then the trace ideal of the reduced ring is contained in the center of the 
ring. As an outcome, in case of a semi-projective Morita context, the reduced ring 
becomes commutative. Finally, in section 4.3, some consequences are studied and 
effects of various types of derivations on these rings are hsted. If such a ring is an 
ingredient of a semi-projective Morita context then the reduced ring will also become 
commutative and if the context is strict then both rings become isomorphic fields. 
Some consequences related to domains and division rings are stated and proved. 
4.2 Reduced rings with Generalized (a, /?)-Derivations 
We begin our discussion with the definition of Morita context. 
Definition 4.2.1 (Morita Context). Let R, S be rings, M an (5, i?)-bimodule and 
TV an {R, S')-bimodule. Then the datum 
K{R,S) = {R,S,M,N,fin,Ts,I,J} 
is said to be a Morita context if the maps fiR : N ®s ^^ -^ R and TS : M iS)^ N —>• S 
are bimodule morphisms satisfying the following associativity conditions: 
mi^R{n (g) m) = rs(mi ® n)m 
and 
liji{n ® m)ni = nTs{m (gi ni) 
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Hn and Tg are called a Morits maps (or MC maps). The images (.LR := I and TS := J 
are two-sided ideals of R and 5, respectively, and are called the trace ideals of the 
MC. 
Remark 4.2.1. If both Morita maps are epimorphisms then K{R, S) is said to be 
a projective Morita context (or PMC). If one of the MC maps is an epimorphism, 
then K{R,S) is said to be semi-projective Morita context or semi-PMC. If K{R,S) 
is a PMC of rings, then the rings R and S are said to be Morita similar (or Morita 
equivalent). Common properties shared by Morita similar rings are termed as Morita 
invariant. For instance, being prime or semiprime are Morita invariant, while being 
reduced, commutative, domain, division rings or Fields are not Morita invariant. 
The proof of Remark 4.2.2 is rather elementary and is based on the fact that a 
group cannot be written as the set-theoretic union of its two proper subgroups. 
Remjirk 4.2.2. Let R he a prime ring and S an additive subgroups of R. Let 
f : S -^ R and g : S —^ Rhe additive functions such that f{s)Rg{s) — {0} for all 
s e 5'. Then either /(s) = 0 for all s e 5, or g{s) = 0 for all se S. 
We begin with some results due to N.M. Muthana and S. K. Nauman [67] which 
will be used extensively to prove our results. 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let R and S be rings of semi-PMC K{R, S) in which TS is epic. If 
R is commutative and S is reduced, then S is also commutative. 
Lemma 4.2.2. Let K{R, S) be a PMC of rings in which R is commutative. Then 
(i) If S is a reduced ring, the R is also reduced and R^ S. 
(a) If S is a domain, then both R and S become isomorphic integral domains. 
{Hi) If S is division rings, then both R and S an isomorphic field. 
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Lemma 4.2.3 ([58, Theorem 3.1] ). Let R be a prime ring of characteristic differ-
ent from two and I be a nonzero square-closed Lie ideal of R Suppose that a, /? are 
automorphisms of R. If R admits a generalized (a, P)-derivation F with an associated 
nonzero (a, f3)-derivation d such that [F{x), a;]„_^  — 0, for all x £ I, then I C Z{R). 
Lemma 4.2.4 ([58, Lemma 2.4] ). Let Rbe a prime ring of characteristic different 
from two and I be a nonzero square closed Lie ideal of R. Let a,P be automorphisms 
of R. If [x,y]a,i3 — 0, for all x,y e I, then I C Z{R). 
In view of Lemma 4.2.4, we get the following corollary: 
Corollary 4.2.1. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic different from two and I 
be a nonzero ideal of R. Let a,(i be automorphisms of R. If [x,y]a,i3 = 0, for all 
x,y G /, then R is commutative. 
We begin our discussion with the following lemmas. 
Leniima 4.2.5. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic different from two and I be 
a nonzero ideal of R. Let a,P be automorphisms of R. If[x,y]a,i3 £ Z{R), then R is 
commutative. 
Proof. For any x,y £ I, we have 
[x,yUEZ{R). (4.2.1) 
Replacing x by xa(y) in (4.2.1), we get [x,y]a,0a{y) € Z{R), this implies that 
[[x,y]a,i3Q:{y),r] — 0 for all x,y E I,r e R. Thus, application of (4.2.1), we find 
[x,y]a,/3[a{y),r] — 0. Again, replacing r by ra{m} and using the last expression, 
we get [x,y]a,(}R[a{y),a{m)] = {0}, for all x,y,m € /. Thus, by Remark 4.2.2, 
either a{[y,m]) = 0 for all y,m e I, or [x,y]a,/3 = 0 for all x,y e I. In the first 
case, R is commutative by Lemma 2.2.3. In the second case, R is commutative by 
Corollary 4.2.1. • 
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Lemma 4.2.6. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic different from two and I be a 
nonzero ideal of R. Let a,P be automorphisms of R. If {xoy)a^p £ Z{R), then R is 
commutative. 
Proof. For all x,y €. I, we have 
{xoy),^^eZ{R). (4.2.2) 
Replacing x by P{y)x, we get P{y){x o y)„^ G Z{R), which implies that, 
[P{y){x o y)a,/3,r] = 0, for all r e R. Hence, by equation (4.2.2), we get 
[P{y),r]{x o y)^0 = 0, for all x,y e I, and r e R. Now replace r by id{m)r, to 
get [y,m]RP~^{{x o y)a,p) = {0}, for all x,y,m 6 /. By Remark 4.2.2, we conclude 
that either [y, m] = 0 for all y,me I, or I3''^{{xoy)a,0) — 0 for all x,y £ L In the first 
case, R is commutative by Lemma 2.2.3. On the second case, if /3~^((x o y)a,0) = 0 
for all x,y € /, then (x o y)ajj — 0. Replacing y by ym, and using the last 
expression, we get Ii{y)[x,m]a^i3 — 0. Again, replacing y by yr for all r e R, we 
get IRP~^{[x,m\a,0) = 0. Since /" is nonzero ideal and R is prime which yields that 
[x,m]a,i3 = 0 for all x,m £ I, and hence R is commutative by Lemma 4.2.5. • 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let K{R,S) be a semi-PMC in which the trace ideal I is nonzero 
and Ts is epic. Suppose that a, P are automorphisms of R, and R admits a generalized 
(a, 0)-derivation F with associated {a,P)-derivation d such that F — 0 or d^ 0 and 
R satisfies any one of the following conditions: 
(i) F{lx,y]) ^ {xo y)a,ii for all x,yG I, or 
(a) F{x o y) = [x,y]a,0 for all x,ye I. 
Further, if R is a prim,e ring of characteristic different from two and S is reduced, 
then S is commutative. 
Proof. (?) Let F be a generalized (a,/5)-derivation of R such that 
Fi[x,y]) = (xo2/)^,0 for all x,yel. (4.2.3) 
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If F = 0, then {x o ?/)„^ = 0 for all x,y e I, and hence R is commutative by Lemma 
4.2.6. Since S is reduced, so by Lemma 4.2.1, S is commutative. 
Therefore, we shall assume that d^O. Replacing y by yx in (4.2.3) and using (4.2.3), 
we obtain 
[x,y]d{x) = -(3{y)[x,x]a,p for all x,y e I. (4.2.4) 
Again replace y by zy in (4.2.4), to get 
P{[x,z])p{y)d{x)^OioT allx,y,zEl. (4.2.5) 
This implies that , [x, z]ip~^{d{x)) — {0} for all x,z e I; and applying Lemma 2.3.1 
and the fact tha t (/, + ) is not the union of its two proper subgroups shows that either 
d{x) = {0} or [x,z] —Q for all x,z e I. If d{x) — 0 for all x G 7, then d{xr) = 0 for 
all r G R. Hence, it follows that P{x)d{r) - 0 that is, P{I)Rd{r) = 0. Since 0 is an 
automorphism on R and / 7^  0, the primeness of R yields tha t d{r) = 0 for all r e R, 
a contradiction. On the other hand, if [x, z] — 0 for all x, z G / then by Lemma 2.2.3, 
R is commutative and hence S is commutative by Lemma 4.2.1. 
(ii) It is given tha t F is a generalized derivation of R such tha t F{x o y) = [x, y]a^p 
for all x,y e I. If F = 0, then [x,y]a,i3 = 0, for all x,y E I. Thus, by Lemma 4.2.5, 
R is commutative. Since S is reduced, by Lemma 4.2.1, S is commutative. 
Hence, onward we shall assume that dj^O. For any x^y E I, we have 
F{xoy) = [x,yl,0. (4.2.6) 
Replacing y by yx in (4.2.6) and using (4.2.6), we get 
P{xoy)dix) = P{y)[x,xU0. (4.2.7) 
Now, replace y by xy in (4.2.7), to get f3{[x,z])fS{y)d{x) = 0 for all x,y,z e I. The 
laist expression is same as the equation (4.2.5) and hence the result follows. • 
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Theorem 4.2.2. Let K(R, S) be a semi-PMC in which the trace ideal I is nonzero 
and Ts is epic. Suppose that a, P are automorphisms of R, and R admits a generalized 
{a, (3)-derivation F with associated {a, jS)-derivation d such that R. satisfies any one 
of the following properties: 
(0 [Fi^),y]a,i3 = (Fi^:) o y)a,0 for all x,yel, 
{a) F{[x,y]) = [F{x),y]c,is for all x,ye I, 
(m) F{x o ij) = (F{x) o y)^0 for all x,yel. 
Further, if R is a prime ring of characteristic different from two and S is reduced, 
then S is commutative. 
Proof, (i) For any x,y E I, we have 
[F{x),yU = {F{x)oy)^^^. (4.2.8) 
Replacing y by yx in (4.2.8) and using (4.2.8), we find that P{y)[F{x),x]a,i3 — 0 
for all x,y e I. This implies that, P~WF{x),x]a,0)Ip~\[F{x),x]a,i3) = {0} for all 
X 6 /. Thus, by Lemma 2.3.1 and Lemma 4,2.3, respectively, R is commutative. 
Since S is reduced, by Lemma 4.2.1, S is commutative. 
('«) For any x,y t /, we have F{[x,y]) — [F{x),y]a,p. This can be rewritten as 
Fix)a{y) + P{x)d{y) - F{y)a{x) - P{y)d{x) = [F{x), y^^p. (4.2.9) 
Replacing y by yx in (4.2.9), we get 
P{[x,y])d{x) = P{y)[F{T),xU. (4.2.10) -
Again replace y by zy in (4.2.10), to get 
P{zMx,y]d{x) + l5{[x,zmy)d{x) = mmWi^lyU- (4-2.11) 
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Combining (4.2.10) and (4.2.11), we find that P{[x, z])P{y)d{x} = 0 for all x,y,ze I, 
that is, [x, z]I(3~'^{d{x)) = {0} for all x,y E I. Notice that the arguments given in the 
proof of Theorem 4.2.1 after equation (4.2.5), are still valid in the present situation 
and hence repeating the same process, we get the required result. 
{Hi) For any x,y e I, we have F{x oy) = {F{x) o y)a,p- This can be rewritten as 
Fix)a(y) + P{x)d{y) + F{y)a{x) + (3{y)d{x) = {F{x) o y),^^. (4.2.12) 
Replacing y by yx in (4.2.12), we get 
(5{x o y)d{x) - -/3(y)[F(a;), x]„,^. (4.2.13) 
Again replace y by zy in (4.2.13), to get /?([x, z])(5{y)d{x) = 0 for all x,y,z e I, that 
is, [x,z\If3~^{d{x)) — {0} for all x,z e L. Now, application of similar arguments as 
used after equation (4.2.5) in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, yields the required result.! 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let K{R,S) be a semi-PMC in which the trace ideal I is nonzero 
and Ts is epic. Suppose that a, P are automorphisms of R, and R admits a generalized 
[a, P)-derivations F and G with associated {a, P)-derivations d and g, respectively, 
such that either 
(i) F([x, y]) = [a(y), Gix)] for all x,yel, or 
(a) F{x oy) = {a{y) o G{x)) for all x,y e I. 
Further, if R is a prime ring of characteristic different from two and S is reduced, 
then S is commutative. 
Proof, (i) For any x,y E I, we have 
F{[x,y])^[a{y),Gix)]. (4.2.14) 
Replacing y by yx in (4.2.14) and using (4.2.14), we get P{\x, y])d{x) = a{y)[a{x), G{x)] 
for all x,y e /. Again replace y by zy, to get P{[x,z])P{y)d{x) = 0, that is, 
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[x,z]ip~'^{d{x)) = {0}. Thus, for each x £ I, by Lemma 2.3.1, we find that ei-
ther [x,z] = 0 or /3~'^{d{x)) = 0. Now using similar arguments as used in the proof 
of Theorem 4.2.1, we get the required result. 
(ii) For any x,y E I, we have 
F{xoy) = {a{y)oG{x)). (4.2.15) 
Replace y by yx in (4.2.15), to get [3{x o y)d{x) = a{y)[a{x),G{x)] for all x,y e I. 
Again replacing y by zy, we find that P{[x,z])P{y)d{x) = 0, and hence 
[x, z]I6~^(d(x)) — {0}. Now an apphcation of similar arguments as used after equa-
tion (4.2.5) in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, yields the required result. • 
Corollary 4.2.2. In each of the above Theorem 4.2.1 to Theorem 4.2.3, if R and S 
are Morita similar ring and S is division ring, then R and S are isomorphic field. 
Proof. If R and S are Morita similar rings, then by Lemma 4.2.2 (a), R is also reduced 
and Z{R) = Z{S). Since R and S are commutative, R = Z{R) and S = Z{S) and 
hence R^ S. If 5* is division ring then 5 is a field. Since S is commutative division 
ring, by Lemma 4.2.2 (c), R and S are becomes isomorphic filed. • 
4.3 Generalized (a, /?)-Derivations via Morita Con-
texts 
This section devoted to study of commutativity of rings satisfying several con-
ditions on prime rings by using two different ways. Firstly, we use derivation on ring 
and finally Morita theory has been used. More precisely, it, is proved that if two rings 
are ingredients of a semi-projective Morita context, in which one is commutative and 
the other is reduced, then the reduced ring also become commutative. Some conse-
quences related to domain, division rings, coalgebra, and cauchy module are stated 
and proved. 
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We begin our discussion with the following definitions: 
Definition 4.3.1 (i?-Algebra). Let R be any ring. An R-algebra is an {R, i?)-bimodule 
M together with module morphisms (we will also call them linear maps): 
li: M®RM —> M, and 7] : /? —> A, 
such that 
M ^RM (^RM =4 M iS)R M-^M , associativity 
with /x o (/J, (g) ln^) = // o (Ijv^  ® /i), and 
R, =^  M^RM-^M ,unit 
with ^ o (r^  (g) Ijv^ ) =: fio {IM ® ry). 
Definition 4.3.2 (Co-Algebra). Let i? be a commutative ring. An R—coalgebra is 
an (jR, i?)—bimodule C, with i?—Unear maps: 
A : C - ^ C0RC and £ : C —^ R, 
such that 
C—>C ®/? C :^ C ®R C ®R C , coassociativity 
with (Ic ® A) o A = (A ® Ic) o A and 
C—>C (gj/j C =:t R , counit 
e01c 
with (Ic 0 e) o A = Ic = (e ® Ic) o A. 
Definition 4.3.3 (Bi-Algebra). For a commutative ring R, an R-bialgebra B is an 
/^-module which is an algebra [B, fi, rj) and a coalgebra (5 , A, e) such that A and e 
are algebra morphisms or, equivalently, ^ and r] are coalgebra morphisms. 
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Defiinition 4.3.4 (Cauchy Module). Let R and S be rings and M an {R, S')-bimodule. 
Then the dual of M which is denoted by M* = HoruR^M, R) is an {S, i?)-bimodule, 
and for every Left i?-module L there is a canonical moduI(; morphism 
^^ •.M*®RL-^ HomniM,L) 
defined by 
(/jf (m* ® l)(m) = m*{m)l G L for all me M, m* 6 M*,l E L. 
If if^ is an isomorphism for each left i?-module L, then RMS is called a Cauchy 
module. 
The proof of Remark (4.3.1) is clearly by using elementary properties of bimod-
ules and definition of Morita contexts. 
Remark 4.3.1. Let R and S be rings of a Morita context K{R, S) — {7?, S, M, N, fXR, TS} 
such that R is commutative and R = S. Then M ®RN = N ®RM and the datum 
{R,M,N,PLR} is Morita context where the map fiR : M I^R N —> R satisfies the 
associative condition 
fiR^m (8) n)mi) — mnR{n ® mi). 
Lemma 4.3.1 ([1, Theorem 3.7]). Let R be a commutative ring, M and N Cauchy 
R-modules. Then the datum {R, M, N,^R} is Morita context if and only ijM®RN 
is an R—bialgebra. 
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Theorem 4.3.1. Let K{R,S) be a semi-PMC in which the trace ideal I is nonzero 
and Ts is epic. Suppose that a,/3 are automorphisms of R, and R admits a generalized 
{a, P)-derivation F with associated {a, l3)-derivation d with {0} ^ d{Z{R)) C Z{R), 
such that either 
(i) [F{x),x]a,p G Z{R) for all x E I, or 
(ii) {F{x) o x)a,i3 e Z{R) for all x e I. 
Further, if R is a prime ring of characteristic different from two and S is reduced, 
then S is commutative. 
Proof, (i) For all x G /, we have 
[F{x),xl,0eZ{R). (4.3.1) 
Linearizing (4.3.1), we get 
[Fix),yl,fl + [F{y),xl,0 e Z{R) hv all x, y e / . (4.3.2) 
For any z E Z(R), replacing y by yz in (4.3.2), using (4.3.2), and Lemma 2.3.4, we 
get 
P{y)[F{x),zl^f, + [P{y),xl,f^d{z) E Z{R) for all x,yEl. 
Again, replacing y by my and using the above expression, we get 
p{m)P{y)[F{x),zU + P{m,My),xl,l,d{z) + f3{[rn,x])P{y)d{z) E Z{R)^ 
Thus, in particular, we have 
[l3{m){p{y)[F{x),zUfi + [(3iy),xUdiz)} + /?([m,x])/?(y)a!(^),/3('m)] = 0. 
This gives 
[P{[m, x])P{y)d{z),P{m)] = 0 for all x,y,mE I. (4.3.3) 
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Since R is prime and {0} 7^  d{Z{R)) C Z{R), we find that P{[[m,x]y,m]) = 0 for 
all x,y,m 6 /, that is [m,x][y,m] + [[m,a;],m]j/ = 0. Again, replacing y by yx and 
using the above expression, we get [m,a;]y[m,a;] = 0, for all x,y,m e I. That is 
[m,a;]/[m,a;] = 0 for all m,x E I. Thus, Lemma 2.3.1, forces that [m,x] = 0, and 
hence R is commutative by Lemma 2.2.3. Since S is reduced, we get the required 
result by Lemma 4.2.L 
(ii) For all x E I, we have 
{F{x)ox),^peZ{R). (4.3.4) 
Linearizing (4.3.4), we get 
(F(x) o y),,^ + (F(y) o x)^,p € Z{R) for all x,yel. 
For any nonzero z e Z{R.), replacing y by yz in the last expression and using 
Lemma 2.3.4, we get -p{y)[x,z]^^0 + {P{y) o x)^^pd{z) + P{y)[d{z),a{x)] e Z{R). 
Since {0} ^ d{Z{R)) C Z{R), then 
-/3(2/)[x,z],,^ + (/?(y) o x),,^d(z) e Z{R). 
Again replacing y by jny, we get 
/3(m){-/3(y)[x, 2]„,^+(/?(y)ox)„,^(i(z)}-[/3(m), /3(x)]/3(y)d(z) e Z(i?) for all x, y, m e /. 
Thus, in particular, we have 
[P{m){-f5{y)[x,zU + {P{y)ox),,pd{z)} - [^(m),/3(x)]/3(y)d(z),/?(m)] = 0. 
This gives 
P(7n),/?(x)]/?(y)d(z),/3(m)] = 0 for a l l x , y , m e / . 
Now using similar arguments as used in the proof of {i) after equation (4.3.3), we get 
the required result. • 
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Theorem 4.3.2. Let K{R,S) be a semi-PMC in which the trace ideal I is nonzero 
and Ts is epic. Suppose that a, /3 are automorphisms of R, and R admits a generalized 
{oi,0)-derivation F with associated {en, (3)-derivation d with {0} ^ d{Z{R)) C Z{R), 
such that F = 0 or d^ 0 and R satisfies any one of the following conditions: 
(i) F{[x,y]) - [x,^j]a,0 e Z{R) for all x,yel, or 
(a) F{x o y) - [xo y)ajj e Z{R) for all x, y E I. 
Further, if R is a prime ring of characteristic different from two and S is reduced, 
then S is commutative. 
Proof. (^ ) For all x,y E I, we have 
F{[x,y])-[x,yUeZ{R). (4.3.5) 
If F = 0, then [x,y]a,^ € Z{R) for all x,y e I, thus R is commutative by Lemma 
4.2.5. Since S is reduced, by Lemma 4.2.1, S is commutative. 
Therefore, we shall assume that d^ 0. Since a{z) 6 Z{R) by Lemma 2.3.4, for any 
nonzero z € Z{R), replacing y by yz in (4.3.5) and using (4.2.5), we get 
P{[x, y])d{z) - (3{y)[x, z\^^^ e Z{R). (4.3.6) 
Again, replacing y by my in (4.3.6), we get 
p{m){l5{[x,y])d{z) - /3(y)[a:,z]„,^} + /?([x,7n])/3(y)d(z) G Z{R) for all x,y,?n G /. 
Thus, in particular 
[/5(m){/?([x, y])d{z) - /3(y)[x, z ] , , ^ + ^ ([x, m])/?(y)ci(z), /3(m)] = 0. 
This implies [(5{[x,m\)(3{y)d{z),j5{m)] — 0 for all x,y,m e / . Notice that the ar-
guments as used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 after equation (4.3.3), are still vahd 
in the present situation, and hence repeating the same process, we get the required 
result. 
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(ii) It is given that F is a generalized (a,/3)- derivation on R. If F = 0, then 
{x o y)a,0 G Z{R), thus, R is commutative by Lemma 4.2.6. Since S is reduced, we 
get the required result by Lemma 4.2.1. 
Therefore, we shall assume that dj^O. Now for all x,y E I, we have 
F{xoy)-{xoy),^0eZ{R). (4.3.7) 
Since a{z) G Z{R) by Lemma 2.3.4, replacing y by yz for any z G Z(i?) in (4.3.7) 
and using (4.3.7), we get 
0{x o y)d{z) + P{y)[x, z],^^ E Z{R). (4.3.8) 
Again, replacing y by my in (4.3.8), we get 
P{m){l3{x o y)d{z) + /3(y)[x, z]„,^} + /?(([x, m])/?(y)d(2) G Z(7i:) for all x, y, m G 7. 
Thus, in particular 
[I3{m){l5{x o y)d{z) + /3(y)[x, z],,^} + ^(([x,m])/?l 7/)d(z), /3(m)] = 0. 
Hence, we obtain [/3([x,m])/3(y)(i(z),/?(m)] = 0 for all x,y,m G /. Using similar 
arguments as used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 that follows (4.3.3), we get the 
required result. • 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let K{R, S) be a semi-PMC in which the trace ideal I is nonzero 
and Ts is epic. Suppose that a, /3 are automorphisms of R, and R admits a generalized 
[oi, (5)-derivation F with associated {a, (i)-derivation d with {0} ^  d{Z{R)) C Z{R), 
such that F = 0 or d j^O and R satisfies any one of the following conditions: 
(0 (F(x) o F(y)) - [x,y],,0 G ZiR) for all x,yel, 
{li) [F{x),d{y)] - [x,y]a,^ G Z{R) for all x,yel, 
{iii) [F(x), F{y)] G Z{R) for all x,yel. 
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Further, if R is a prime ring of characteristic different from two and S is reduced, 
then S is commutative. 
Proof, (i) It is given that F is a generalized (a,/?)-derivation. If F = 0, then 
[3^ )y]a,/3 S '^{R)i foi" ^ 11 ^ iV G ^1 ^ J^ d hence R is commutative by Lemma 4.2.5. 
Since S is reduced, we get the required result by Lemma 4.2.1. 
Therefore, we shall assume that d 7^  0. Now for all x,y e I, we have 
iF{x)oF{y))-[x,yUeZiR). (4.3.9) 
For any z E Z{R), replace yhyyz, in (4.3.9) and use Lemma 2.3.4, we get 
{F{x)o^{y))d(z)-P{y)[x,zUeZ{R). 
Again, replacing y by my in the last expression, we get 
^{m){{F{x) o p{y))d{z) - /?(y)[x,z]„,^} + [F(x),/?(m)]/?(y)d(z) € Z{R). 
Thus, in particular 
[f3{m){{F{x) o PiyMz) - ^(y)[x, z^} + [F{x),P{mMy)d{z), P{m)] = 0, 
and hence 
[[F{x),P{m)]P{y)d{z),l3{m)] = 0 for all x,y,me I. (4.3.10) 
Since R is prime and {0} ^  d{Z{R)) C Z{R), we find that 
[[F{x),P{m)]JimMy} + [F(x),^(m)][/3(y),/3(m)] = 0. 
For any t £ I replacing y by yt in the last expression, we get [F{x),P{m)]fl{y)/3{[t, ml) = 
0 and hence p-\[F{x),P{m)])y{i,m] = 0. That is p-\[F{x)J{rn)])I[t,m] = 0 for 
all x,m,t £ I. Thus, by Lemma 2.3.1, either /?'~^([F(x), /J(m)]) = 0 for all x, m € / or 
[t,in] = 0 for all t,m E I. If [t,m] = 0, then R is commutative by Lemma 2.2.3. Now 
since S is reduced, we get the required result by Lemma 4.2.1. On the other hand, 
if /J~^([F(x),/?(m)]) = 0, then [F{x),P{m)] — 0 for all x,m 6 /. For any nonzero 
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z e ^(i?) replacing x by xz in the last expression and using Lemma 2.3.4, we get 
^([:r,m])d(2) = 0, for all x,m e I. Since {0} y^ d{Z{R)) C Z{R) and R is prime, 
we find that P{[x, m]) = 0 for all x,m E I, and hence R is commutative by Lemma 
2.2.3. Since S is reduced, by Lemma 4.2.1, S is commutative. 
(M) It is given that F is a generahzed (a,/5)-derivation. If F = 0, then 
[a;,y]„_^ £ Z{R), for all x,y G /, and thus, R is commutative by Lemma 4.2.5. 
Since S is reduced then by Lemma 4.2.1, 5 is commutative. 
Therefore, we shall assume that d ^ 0. For all x,y E I, we have 
[F{x),d{y)]-[x,yUeZ{R). (4.3.11) 
For any nonzero z € Z{R) replacing y by yz in (4.3.11) and using Lemma 2.3.4, we 
get 
[F{x),P{y)]d{z) - P{y)[x, z]^,^ € Z{R) for all x, y € /. 
Replacing y by my in the last expression, we find 
P{m){[F{x),P{yMz) - p{y)[x,zU} + [F{x),p{mMy)d{z) € Z{R). 
Hence, in particular 
[P{m){[Fix),P{y)]d{z) ~ /3(y)[x,z],,^} + [F(x),/?(m)]/?(y)d(z),/?(m)] = 0. 
This implies [[F{x),P{m)]P{y)d{z),l3{m)] = 0 for all x,y,m € /. Now using the same 
arguments as used after equation (4.3.10), we get the required result. 
(iii) For all x,y E I, we have 
[F{x),Fiy)]eZiR). (4.3.12) 
For any nonzero z G Z{R), replacing y by yz in (4.3.12), using (4.3.12) and 
Lemma 2.3.4, we get 
[F{x)J{y)]d{z)eZ{R). 
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Since {0} ^  d{Z{R)) C Z{R) and R is prime, we get 
[F{x),P{y)]eZ{R), for all x, y e / . 
Again since {0} ^ d{Z{R)) C Z{R), then for any nonzero z 6 ^(i?), replacing x by 
3:2 in the above expression and using Lemma 2.3.4, we find /3([x, y]}d{z) € Z{R) for 
all x,ye I. But {0} 7^  (i(^(/?)) C Z{R) and /? is prime, so we get /9([x,y]) G Z(/2) 
that is, [a;,y] G Z{R) for all x,y G /, and hence R is commutative by Lemma 2.2.3. 
Since S is reduced, so by Lemma 4.2.1, S is commutative. • 
Theorem 4.3.4. Let K{R, S) be a semi-PMC in which the trace ideal I is nonzero 
and Ts is epic. Suppose that a, /? are automorphisms of R, and R admits a generalized 
{n, P)-derivations F and G with associated [a, (3)-derivations d and g, respectively, 
with {0} 7^  g{Z{R) C Z{R), such that F = 0 (or G = 0) or d ^ 0 (or g ^ 0) and 
R. satisfy the condition [F{x),G{y)] - [x,y]a,p G Z{R) for all x,y G /. Further, if 
R. IS a prime ring of characteristic different from two and S is reduced, then S is 
commutative. 
Proof. It is given that F and G are generahzed (a,/?)— derivations on R. li F — 0 
(or G = 0) then [x,y]a^i3 G Z{R), for all x,y e I, and hence by Lemma 4.2.5, R is 
commutative. Since S is reduced, we get the required result by Lemma 4.2.L 
Therefore, we shall assume that 5' 7^  0. Then for all x,y E I, we have 
[F{x),Giy)]-[x,yUeZiR). (4.3.13) 
For any nonzero z G Z{R) replacing y by yz, in (4.3.13), using (4.3.13) and 
Lemma 2.3.4, we get 
[F{x),P{yMz) - m[^,^U e Z{R). (4.3.14) 
Again, replacing y by my in (4.3.14), we get 
PHm^),P{yMz) - m[^,zU} + [F{x),P{mMy)g{z) G Z{R). 
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Thus, in particular 
[(5{m){[F{x),(5{yMz) - (3{y)[^.Aa,p] + [F(x),/?(m)],,(3(j/)p(z),/3(m)] = 0 
and hence \\F{x),(i{rn)](5{y)g{z),(i{rn)\ — 0 for all x,y,m e I. Using the same ar-
guments as used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.3 after equation (4.3.10), we get the 
required result. • 
In view of these results, we get the following corollaries: 
Corollary 4,3.1. In each of the above, from Theorem 4-3.1 to Theorem 4-3-4i tf 
K[R, S) he a PMC in which M and N are Cauchy modules, then M (^ji N is an 
R—bialgebra if and only if the datum K{R, S) is Merita context. 
Proof. Suppose that MIS)RN is an i?-bialgebra, since R is commutative and R^ S 
from the above theorems, then by Remark 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.3.1, respectively, the 
datum {/?,, M, N, ^n} is Morita context. On the other hand, if the datum K{R, S) is 
Morita context, R is commutative and R = Shy the above theorems, then by Remark 
4.3.1 the datum {R, M, N,HR} is Morita context, thus by Lemma 4.3.1 M ®ji N is 
an /?,—bialgebra. • 
Corollary 4.3.2. By the same argument as Corollary 4-2.2, in the cases, from Theo-
rem 4-3.1 to Theorem 4-3-4, tfR o,nd S are Morita similar rings, then by Lemma 4-2.2 
(a), R is also reduced and Z{R) = Z[S). Since R and S art commutative, R — Z{R) 
and S = Z{S) and hence R = S. If S is division ring then S is a field. Since S is 
commutative division ring, by Lemma 4-2.2 [c), R and S are becomes isomorphic filed. 
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Corollary 4.3.3. Let K{R, S) be a PMC in which rings R and S are equipped with 
multiplicative identity 1. Then Z{R) = Z{S). If the conditions of either Theorem 
4-3.1, or of Theorem 4-3.2, or of Theorem 4-3.3, or ofTheorem 4-3.4 o-re satisfied, 
then S = Z{R). Hence R can be treated as an S—Algebra. Moreover in this case S 
becomes prime, as being prime is a Morita invariant property. 
Corollary 4.3.4. Let K{R, S) be a semi-PMC in which TS is epic. Then the gener-
R M 
alized matrix ring T = 
A^  S 
and S are Morita equivalent [[68], Theorem 2.1[. 
Hence, trivially, in this case, if the conditions of either of the Theorems 4-3.1, 4-3.2, 
4.3.3, or 4.3.4, are satisfied, then Z{T) = S. 
Chapter 5 
Lie Ideals and Jordan Triple 
Derivations in Rings 
5.1 Introduction 
An additive mapping d : R —> R is said to be a Jordan derivation if d{x'^) — 
d{x)x + xd{x) holds for all x £ R. Trivially, every derivation is a Jordan derivation 
but there exists example which show that notion of Jordan derivation is some what 
different form derivation (see Example 1.3.3 ). One can verify that a Jordan deriva-
tion in an associative ring i? is a derivation on the Jordan ring under the induced 
Jordan multiplication. Note that the definition of Jordan derivation presented in the 
vi^ ork of Herstein is not as the given above. In fact, Herstein constructed, starting 
from the ring R, a new ring, namely the Jordan ring of R, defining the new product as 
aob ~ ab+ba, for any a,b E R. Clearly, this new product is well-defined and it can be 
early verified that (/?.,+, o) is a ring. So, an additive mapping d, from the Jordan ring 
into itself, is said by Herstein to be a Jordan derivation, if d{aob) = d{a) ob + aod{b) 
for every a, 6 e R. However, in the year 1957, Herstein proved a classical result in 
this direction which becomes a jumping point for many workers latter. The result to 
which we refer is namely, if i? is a prime ring of characteristic different from 2, then 
any Jordan derivation is an ordinary derivation of R. An alternative brief proof of 
this result was later given by Breasar and Vukman [25]. This result was extended to 
2-torsion free semiprime rings by Cusack [31] and subsequently, Breasar [21] provided 
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an alternative proof of the same. During a past few decades the study has attracted 
many algebraists like Awtar, Breasar, Vukman and Cusack, to mention a few. 
Section 5.2 deals with the study of Jordan triple derivation, a concept 
introduced and studied by Bresar [21]. It has been shown that every Jordan triple 
derivation on a Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free semiprime is a derivation. The last section 
of this chapter is devoted to the study of generalized Jordan triple derivation in rings 
and it is shown that on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring every generalized Jordan triple 
derivation on a Lie ideal of /? is a generalized derivation. The results of this section 
generalize the result obtained by Vukman [93]. 
5.2 Jordan Triple Derivations 
If /E is a 2-torsion free ring which admits a Jordan derivation d, then by Hn-
earizing the condition, it can be early seen that R satisfies 
d{a o 6) = d{a) ob + ao d{b) for all a,b E R. 
Further, computing d{a o (a o 6)) in two ways 
d(a'^  o 6 -f 2aba} = d(a o (a o 6)) = d{a) o (a o 6) -f a o d{a o 6), 
it follows that R satisfying d{aba) — d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a). Motivated by this 
observation Bresar [21] introduced the notion of Jordan triple derivation as follows: 
Definition 5.2.1 (Jordan Triple Derivation). An additive mapping d : R. —> R is 
called a Jordan triple derivation if d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) holds for all 
a,be R. 
Trivially, every derivation is a Jordan triple derivation. However, the following 
example demonstrates that the concept of Jordan triple derivation is a generalization 
of the concept of derivation. 
^ '^  0 a b^ 
Example 5.2.1. let S be any ring, and let R= < 
[\ 
map d : R —> R as follows: d 
\ 
0 a b 
0 0 c 
0 0 0 y 
/ 
= 
\ 
0 0 c 
0 0 0 
a,b,c E S 
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> . Define 
0 0 b 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
. Thus, it is straightfor-
ward to check that d is a Jordan triple derivation but not a derivation. 
A famous result due to Bresar [22] states that the converse statement is true in 
case if R is semiprime and 2-torsion free; in fact Bresar obtained the following result: 
Theorem 5.2.1. Any Jordan triple derivation of a 2-torsion semiprime ring is a 
derivation. 
Motivated by the result due to Bresar, in the present section it is shown that on 
a 2-torsion free semiprime ring R every Jordan triple derivation on a Lie ideal L of 
R is a derivation on L. More precisely, we prove the following: 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and L % Z[K) be a square-
dosed Lie ideal of R. If an additive mapping d : R —> R satisfies 
d{aba) = d{a)ba-\- ad{b)a -{- abd{a) for all a,b e L 
and d{L) C L, then d is a derivation on L. 
To facilitate our discussion, we begin with the following known lemmas: 
Lemma 5.2.1 ([84, Lemma 2.4] ). Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring, L a 
Lie ideal of R such that L ^ Z{R) and let a E L. IfaLa — {0}, then a^ ~Q and there 
exists a nonzero ideal K — R[L, L]R of R generated by [L, L] such that [K, /?] C L 
and Ka — aK — {0}. 
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Lemma 5.2.2 ([84, Lemma 2,5] ). Let R be a 2-torsion free ring, L a Lie ideal of 
R and let a,b E L. If aub + bua = 0 for all u E L, then aubLaub = {0}. 
Lemma 5.2.3 ([84, Lemma 2.7]). Let Gi, G2, •'" ) G'„ be additive groups, R a2-
torsion free semiprime ring and L ^ Z{R) be a Lie ideal of R. Suppose that mappings 
S -.GixGiX-'-xGn ^ R andT : G1XG2 X • • • X Gn —> R o,re additive in 
each argument. If S{ai,a2,- • • ,a„)xT(ai,a2, • • • ,an] — 0 for all x E L, Ui E Gi 
i — 1,2, • • • n, then S{ai,a2; • • • ,a„)xT(6i,62, • • • ,6„) = 0 for all x E L, ai,bi E Gi 
i = 1,2, • • -n . M " 5 
Now we prove the following: 
Lemma 5.2.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring, L a Lie ideal of R. such 
that L g Z{R) and let a,bE L. 
(l)IfaLa^{0}, then a = 0. 
(2) IfaL = {0} ( or La = {0}), then a = 0. 
(3) If L is square-closed, and aLb = {0}, then ab = 0 and ba — 0. 
Proof. (1) Since Ka = R[L,L]Ra = {0} and a^  = 0 by Lemma 5.2.1, we have 
0 = [[a,.T],a]ya = axaya for all x,y E R, and so, we have axayaxa = 0. Since R is 
semiprime, we get axa = 0 for all x E R. Moreover, by semiprimeness of R, we get 
a = 0. 
(2) It is clear by (1). 
(3) If aLb = {0}, then we have baLba = {0} obviously, and so we have 6a =^  0 by (1). 
Moreover, since abLab C aLb = {0}, we get ab = 0. m 
Lemma 5.2.5. Let d be a Jordan triple derivation and L a Lie ideal of R. For 
arbitrary a,b,c E L, we have 
d{a.bc + cba) = d[a)bc + ad[b)c + nhd[c) + d{c)ba + cd{b)a + cbd{a) 
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Proof. We have 
d{aba) = d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) for all a,b E L. (5.2.1) 
We compute W = d{{a + c)b{a + c)} in two different ways. On one hand, we find 
that W — d{a + c)b{a + c) -\- (a + c)d{b){a + c) + {a + c)bd{a + c), and on the other 
hand W = d{aba) + d{abc + cba) -\- d{cbc). Comparing the two expressions, we obtain 
the required result. • 
Remark 5.2.1. It is easy to see that every Jordan derivation of a 2-torsion free ring 
satisfies (5.2.1)( see [5] for reference). 
For the purpose of this section, we shall write; A(ai)c) = d{abc) - d{a)bc — 
ad{b)c — abd{c), and A(abc} = abc — cba. Wo hst a few elementary properties of A 
and A: 
(z) A(a6c) + A(c6a) = 0 
(M) A((a + b)cd) = A{acd) + A{bcd) and A((a + b)cd) = K{acd) + K{bcd) 
{Hi) A{a{b + c)d) = A{abd) + A{acd) and A(a(6 + c)d) = A{abd) + A{acd) 
{iv) A(a6(c + d)) = A{abc) + A{abd) and A(a5(c + d)) = A{abc) + A{abd) 
Proposition 5.2.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and L ^ Z{R) be a 
square closed Lie ideal of R. If A(a6c) = 0 holds for all a,b,c e L, then d is a 
derivation of L. 
Proof, Let A (abc) — 0 for all a, 6, c E L, that is, 
d{abc) = d{a)bc + ad{b)c + abd{c). 
Let M — abxab. Then we have 
d{M) = d{a{bxa)b] = d{a){hxa)b + ad[h)xab + ahd{x)ab 
+ {abx)d{a)b + {abxa)d{b) for all x,a,b ^ L. 
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On the other hand, 
d{M) = d{{ab)x{ab)} = d{ab){xab) + {ab)d{x)(ab) + {abx)d{ab). (5.2.3) 
Comparing (5.2.3) with (5.2.2), we get 
{d{ab) ~ d{a)b - ad{b)}{xab) + {abx){d{ab) - d{a)b - ad{b)} = 0 
that is, a''xab+abxa^ = 0, where a* stands for d{ab) — d[a)b — ad{b). Thus, by Lemma 
5.2.2, we find that {a''xab)y{a^xab) = 0 for all a,b,x,y € L. Now, by Lemma 5.2.4, 
we obtain a^'xab = 0 for all a,b,x G L. Now by Lemma 5.2.3, we obtain a^xcd = 0 
for all a,6,c,d,x e L. Hence, by using Lemma 5.2.4, we get a*" = 0 for all a,b E L 
that is, d is a derivation on L. • 
Lemma 5.2.6. Let L be a Lie ideal of R. For any a, b,c,x E L, we have 
A{abc)xA{abc) + A{abc)xA{abc) = 0. 
Proof. For any a, b,c,x e L, suppose that A'^  = abcxcba + cbaxabc. Now we find 
d{N) = d{a{bcxcb)a + c{baxab)c} = d{a{bcxcb)a] + d{{c{baxab)c} 
— d{a)bcxcba + ad{b)cxcba + abd{c)xcba 
+abcd{x)cba + abcxd{c)ba + abcxcd{b)a 
+abcxcbd{a) + d{c)baxabc + cd{b)axabc 
+cbd{a)xabc + cbad{x)abc + cbaxd{a)hc 
+cbaxad{b)c + cbaxabd{c). 
On the other hand, we have 
d{N) = d{{abc)x{cba) + {cba)x{abc)] 
= d{abc)x{cba) + {abc)d{x){cba) + {abcx)d{cba) 
+d{cba){xabc) + {cba)d{x){abc) + {cbax)d{abc). 
By comparing last two expressions, we get 
-A(cba)(xcba) + A{cba){xabc) + {abcx)A{cba) - {cbax)A{cba) = 0. 
This implies that A[abc)xK{abc) + A.[abc)xA{abc) = 0 for all a,b,ce L. m 
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Lemma 5.2.7. Let R be a semiprime ring and L ^ Z{R) be a square closed Lie ideal 
of R. Then A{abc)xA{rst) = 0 holds for all a, 6, c, r, s, ^ x € L. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2.6, we have A{abc)xA{abc) + A{abc)xA{abc) — 0 for all 
a,b,c,x e L. Thus, we get A{abc)xA{abc)LA{abc)xA(abc) = {0} by Lemma 5.2.2, 
and hence we obtain A{abc)xA{abc) = 0, for all a,b,c,x E L by Lemma 5.2.4. Now, 
we find that A{abc)xA{rst) = 0, for all a,b,c,r,s,t,x E L by Lemma 5.2.3. • 
Lemma 5.2.8. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and L be a square closed 
Lie ideal of R. If A{abc) = 0 for all a,b,ce L, then L C Z(R). 
Proof. Assume that L % Z{R). We have A{abc) = 0 for all a,b,c e L, that is, 
abc — cba. Replacing b by 2tb, we get 2atbc = 2ctba for all a, b,c,t G L. Again 
replacing t by 2tw and using the fact that R is 2-torsion free, we get atwbc = ctwba 
and hence a{twb)c — a{bwt)c = a{bc)tw = awtbc. Thus, we find that a[t, iv]bc = 0 for 
all a,b,c,t,w G L. By Lemma 5.2.4, we get [t,w] = 0 for all t,w E L, that is, L is 
a commutative Lie ideal of R. And so, we have [a, [a, ^]| = 0 for all t E R and hence 
by Sublemma on page 5 of [35], a € Z{R). Hence L C Z{R), a contradiction. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. • 
Now we are equipped well to furnish the proof of our theorem cited in the begin-
ning of the section. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.2. Suppose d : R —> L is a Jordan triple derivation on L. 
Our goal will be to show that dis a derivation of associative triple systems. We know 
that A{abc) = —A{cba). Hence 
2A{abc)xA{abc) = A{abc)x{A{abc) - A{cba)} 
= A{abc)x{A{d{abc)) + A{d{c)ba) 
+A{cd{b)a) + A{chd{a))}. 
E5y Lemma 5.2.7, the above relation reduces to 
2A{abc)xA{abc) = A{abc)xA{d{abc)). (5.2.4) 
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Similarly, we obtain 
2A(o6c)xA(a6c) = A{d{abc))xA{abc). (5.2.5) 
Now we have 
0 = d{A{abc)xA{abc) + A{abc)xA{abc)} 
= A{d{abc))xA{abc) + A{abc)d{x)A{abc) 
+A{abc)xA{d{abc)) + A{d{abc))xA{abc) 
+A{abc)d{x)A{abc) + A{abc)xA(d{abc)), 
and according to Lemma 5.2.6, (5.2.3), and (5.2.5), we get 
0 = 4A{abc)xA{abc) + A{d{abc))xA{abc) + A{abc)xA{d{abc)). 
We multiply the relation above from left by A{abc)xA{abc)y for all a, b,c,x,y E L and 
by Lemma 5.2.7, we obtain 4A{abc)xA{abc)yA{abc)xA{abc) — 0 for all a,b,c,x,y 6 
L. Since R is a 2-torsion free, it follows that A{abc')xA{abc)yA{abc)xA{abc) — 
0, that is, A{abc)xA{abc)LA{abc)xA{abc) = {0}. By Lemma 5.2.4, we find that 
A{abc)xA{abc) = 0 and again using Lemma 5.2.4, we find that A{abc) = 0 for all 
a,b,c E L and hence by Proposition 5.2.1, we get the required result. • 
Theorem 5.2.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and L ^ Z{R) be a nonzero 
square-closed Lie ideal of R. If an additive mapping d : R —> L satisfies that 
d{aba) — d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) for all a,b E L, 
then d is a derivation on L. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2.7, we have A{abc)xA{rst) — 0 for all a, b, c, r, s, t, x 6 L, that 
is, A{abc)LA{rst) = {0}. Now, either A{abc) = 0 or A{rst) = 0 by Lemma 2.3.L If 
A(rsi) = 0 for all r,s,t E L, then we get L C Z{R) by Lemma 5.2.8, a contradiction. 
On the other hand, if A{abc) — 0 for all a,b,c E L, then we get the required result 
by Proposition 5.2.L • 
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5.3 Generalized Jordan Triple Derivations 
Motivated by the concept of generalized Jordan derivation Jing and Lu [51] in-
troduced the concept of generalized Jordan triple derivation as follows: 
Definition 5.3.1 (Generahzed Jordan Triple Derivation). An additive mapping 
F : R —> R is said to be a generalized Jordan triple derivation on R. if there exists 
a Jordan triple derivation d : R —> R such that F{aba) — F{a)ha + ad{h)a + ahd{a) 
holds for all a, 6 G i?. 
Remark 5.3.1. If the additive map F : R. —> R satisfying the above relation for all 
a,b e L and the associated d : R —> R satisfying d{aba) — d{a)ba + ad{b)a + abd{a) 
for all a,b E L, then one say that F : R —> Ris a generalized Jordan triple derivation 
on L with an associated Jordan triple derivation d on L 
It is easy to notice that every generalized derivation on i? is a generalized Jordan 
triple derivation. The following example demonstrate that the converse need not be 
true in general. 
Example 5.3.1. Consider the rings S, R as in Example 5.2.1. Define a map 
F: R —> R such that F 
\ a b^ 
0 0 c 
^ 0 0 0 ^ 
= 
^ 0 0 6 ^ 
0 0 0 
^ 0 0 0 ^ 
. Then we can find an associ-
0 a b 
0 0 c 
^ 0 0 0 ^ 
= 
^ 0 a 0 
0 0 0 
^ 0 0 0 ^ 
ated Jordan triple derivation d : R —> R such that d 
It can be easily seen that F is a generalized Jordan triple derivation but not a gen-
erahzed derivation. 
In [51] Jing and Lu proved that any generalized Jordan triple derivation on a 
2-torsion free prime ring is a generalized derivation. Very recently, Vukman [93] 
extended the above mentioned result for a 2-torsion free semiprime ring. Thus, it is 
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natural question to ask when the Vukman's result is true for Lie ideal of R. In the 
present section, it is shown that the the answer to this question is affirmative in the 
case when L is a square closed Lie ideal of R. In fact we ])rove the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and L ^ Z[R) he a square-
closed Lie ideal. If F : R, —> R is a generalized Jordan triple derivation on L with 
a Jordan triple derivation d such that d{L) C L, then F is a generalized Jordan 
derivation on L. 
To establish the above theorem we first prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.3.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and L % Z{R) be a square-
closed Lie ideal. If /j, : R ^ R is a Jordan triple left centralizer on L, then fi is a 
Jordan left centralizer on L. 
Proof. By the hypothesis, we have 
^{aba) = fi{a)ba ior alia, 6 6 L. (5.3.1) 
Replacing a by a + c in (5.3.1), we find that 
/i{(a + c)b{a + c)} = fi{a)ba + fi{c)ba + fi{a)bc + fi{c)bc for all a,b,c E L. 
On the other hand, we obtain 
fi{{a + c)b{a + c)} = fi{abc + cba) + fx{a)bc + fi{c)ba for all a,b,c E L. 
Combining last two expressions, we get 
IJ,{abc + cba) — fi{a)bc + ^{c)ba for all a,b,c E L. (5.3.2) 
Now replacing c by a^ in (5.3.2), we get 
fi{aba^ + a^ba) = n{a)ba^ + n{a^)ba. (5.3.3) 
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Again replacing b hy ab + ha in (5.3.1), we get 
jjL{ah(j? + o?ha) = fi{a)aba + yi{a)ba^. (5.3.4) 
Combining (5.3.3) and (5.3.4), we obtain 
{//(a )^ - ^{a)a}ha = 0 for all a,b E L. 
By setting Q." = ii{o?) — n{a)a, we have 
fi"6a = 0for alla,6GL. (5.3.5) 
Thus, by Lemma 5.2.4, we obtain 
n^a ^ 0 = aQ" hi all a e L. (5.3.6) 
Linearizing (5.3.6), we get 
Q'^ +^ 'a + ^"+''6 = 0 for alla,6GL. (5.3.7) 
Now, we compute fi""^ ^ = {fi{ab + ba) — iJ,{a)b - iJ,{b)a} + /x(a^) - ^{a)a + fi{b'^) - ij,{b)b 
and hence we have 
n'^ +'' = $(a, b) + n{a) + ii{b) for all a. b e L, (5.3.8) 
where $(a, b) = ^{ab + ba) — ^{a)b — ii{b)a. Thus, in view of (5.3.8), the expression 
(5.3.7) implies that 
n% + ^a, b)a + ^^a + $(a, 5)6 = 0. (5.3.9) 
Again, replacing a by —a in (5.3.9), we get 
^% + $(a, b)a - n''a - $(a, b)b = 0. (5.3.10) 
Adding (5.3.9) with (5.3.10), we find that 
n% + ^a,b)a = 0. (5.3.11) 
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On right multiplication of (5.3.11) by fi", we obtain 
0 = n^bn" + ^ a, 6)an" - n^bQ^ 
Thus, we obtain f]" = 0 for all a G L by Lemma 5.2.4. This gives that // is a Jordan 
left centralizer. • 
Proof of Theorem 5.3.1. Since F is a generahzed Joidan triple derivation on L. 
Therefore, we have 
F{aba) = F{a)ba + ad{b}a + abd{a) for all a,b E L. (5.3.12) 
In (5.3.12), we take d as a Jordan triple derivation on L Since R is a, 2-torsion free 
semiprime ring, so in view of Theorem 5.2.2, d is a derivation on L. Now we write 
r = F — d. Then we have 
T{aba) = {F-d){aba) 
— F{aba) — d{aba) 
= {F{a) - d{a))ha ^ {F - d){a)ba = T{a)ba for all a,b e L. 
And so, we have T{aba) = r{a)ba for all a,b E L. In other words, F is a Jordan triple 
left centralizer on L. Since Ris a 2-torsion free semiprim(3 ring, one can conclude that 
r is a Jordan left centraUzer by Theorem 5.3.2. Hence F is of the form F = T + d, 
where d is a derivation on L and F is a Jordan left centralizer on L. Hence, i^  is a 
generalized Jordan derivation on L. • 
The proof of the following lemma can be looked in |11]. 
Lemma 5.3.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and L a non-zero square closed 
Lie ideal of R. If F : R —> R is a generalized Jordan derivation on L, then F is a 
generalized derivation on L. 
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Combining the above lemma and Theorem 5.3.1, we can get the following: 
Theorem 5.3.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and L ^ Z{R) be a square 
closed Lie ideal of R. If F : R —> R is a generalized Jordan triple derivation on L, 
then F is a generalized derivation on L. 
In conclusion, it is tempting to conjecture as follows: 
Conjecture 5.3.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and L 2 Z{R) be a Lie 
ideal of R. If F : R —> R is a generalized Jordan triple derivation on L, then F is 
a generalized derivation on L. 
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